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Direct discovery announcement: 1956

Direct discovery announcement: 1962

Direct discovery announcement: 2000 DONUT

Lederman, Schwartz, Steinberger

Cowan and Reines



Sources

■ Beta decay:

■ Fusion in stars:

■ Pion and Kaon decay:

■ Muon decay: 

Reactor neutrinos, solar neutrinos, Earth neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, short 
baseline and long baseline neutrinos    
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Moreover, the detection of tau neutrinos is far more challenging than the detection of muon and electron neutrinos
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Generators FASER⌫ SND@LHC

light hadrons heavy hadrons ⌫e + ⌫̄e ⌫µ + ⌫̄µ ⌫⌧ + ⌫̄⌧ ⌫e + ⌫̄e ⌫µ + ⌫̄µ ⌫⌧ + ⌫̄⌧

SIBYLL SIBYLL 1343 6072 21.2 184 965 10.1

DPMJET DPMJET 4614 9198 131 547 1345 22.4

EPOSLHC Pythia8 (Hard) 2109 7763 48.9 367 1459 16.1

QGSJET Pythia8 (Soft) 1437 7162 24.5 259 1328 10.7

Combination (all) 2376+2238
�1032 7549+1649

�1476 56.4+74.5
�35.1 339+208

�155 1274+184
�308 14.8+7.5

�4.7

Combination (w/o DPMJET) 1630+479
�286 7000+763

�926 31.5+17.3
�10.3 270+96

�85 1251+208
�285 12.3+3.8

�2.1

TABLE I. Expected number of neutrino interaction events occurring in FASER⌫ and SND@LHC during LHC Run 3 with
150 fb�1 integrated luminosity. We provide predictions for SIBYLL 2.3c, DPMJET III.2017.1, EPOSLHC/Pythia 8.2 with
HardQCD, and QGSJET II-04/Pythia 8.2 with SoftQCD. The two bottom rows provide a combined average, both including and
excluding the DPMJET prediction, where the uncertainties correspond to the range of predictions obtained from di↵erent MC
generators.

FIG. 4. Interacting Neutrino Energy Distribution: The panels show the number of neutrinos interacting with the
FASER⌫ (left) and SND@LHC (right) detectors during LHC Run 3 with 150 fb�1 integrated luminosity as function of the
neutrino energy. The red solid, blue dashed and green dotted lines correspond to electron, muon and tau neutrinos, respectively.
The thick line denotes to the average prediction of di↵erent generators, while the shaded band corresponds to the range of
predictions obtained with di↵erent generators.

showers in green. The line-styles denote to the di↵erent
event generators. Similar to what we have seen for the
energy spectrum, we observe O(1) di↵erences between
the MC generator predictions for neutrinos from light
hadron decays, while the di↵erence for neutrinos from
charm decay are significantly larger.

IV. NEUTRINO EVENT RATES

A. Interactions

While we have so far concentrated on the number of
neutrinos passing though the detector, let us now discuss
the number of neutrinos interacting with each detector.
For this, we convolute the previously obtained neutrino

flux with the neutrino cross section presented in Ref [8].

The resulting number of expected neutrino interac-
tions in FASER⌫ and SND@LHC during LHC Run 3
with an integrated luminosity are presented in Table I.
Since not all generators are able to both simulate light
hadron and charm production, we group them together
in four setups: i) SIBYLL 2.3c, ii) DPMJET III.2017.1,
iii) EPOSLHC for light hadrons and Pythia 8.2 with
HardQCD for charmed hadrons, and iv) QGSJET II-04 for
light hadrons and Pythia 8.2 with SoftQCD for charmed
hadrons. As before, we observe sizable di↵erences be-
tween the di↵erent MC generator prediction, which are
mainly related to the neutrino flux from charmed hadron
decays. The lowest and highest event rates are predicted
by SIBYLL 2.3c and DPMJET III.2017.1, respectively.
Notably, the predictions for the tau neutrino event rate

Kling, “Forward Neutrino fluxes at the LHC,” PRD 104 (21) 11, 113008
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Lepton number conserving

Lepton number violating



Pion decay universality

Re/µ =
�[(⇡+ ! e+⌫) + (⇡+ ! e+⌫�)]

�[(⇡+ ! µ+⌫) + (⇡+ ! µ+⌫�)]
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Re/µ = (1.2344± 0.0023(stat)± 0.0019(syst))⇥ 10�4
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production by ⌫e (⌫µ) scattering o↵ the matter fields. In each case, we review the bounds on the

parameter space of the model. We then show how the e↵ects of these new models in the neutrino

experiments can be described by the coherent |✏di and |✏si states that have extensively been used

in the literature to describe the CC-NSI.

A. A model for ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧

The ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ process is constrained by the precision measurement of the ratio Br(⇡ !

e⌫)/Br(⇡ ! µ⌫) where ⌫ can be any neutral fermion with a mass below 1 MeV that appears

as missing energy. Notice that the SM prediction for this ratio is free from the uncertainties in

the pion decay constant. The measurement is compatible with the SM prediction to the level of

2.4 ⇥ 10�3 [21], implying that Br(⇡+ ! e+⌫⌧ ) < 2.4 ⇥ 10�3Br(⇡+ ! e+⌫e) = 2.8 ⇥ 10�7 and

Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) < 2.4⇥10�3Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ) = 2.4⇥10�3. 1 Since the bound on Br(⇡+ ! e+⌫⌧ )

is too strong to lead to an observable e↵ect at FASER⌫ and other similar experiments, we will only

focus on ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ .

The e↵ective four-Fermi coupling
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With G⌫µ ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�8 GeV�2, Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) ⇠ 10�3. Notice that although the G⌫µ coupling

is chirality-flipping, the angular momentum conservation and the fact that both interactions are

short-ranged imply that the polarizations of the muons emitted in ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ and ⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ are

equal. As a result, the precise measurement of the muon polarization [22] does not constrain G⌫µ.

To obtain the e↵ective coupling in Eq (1), we introduce two scalar doublets, �1 = (�+
1 �0

1)
T

and �2 = (�+
2 �0

2)
T with the following Yukawa couplings with the doublets, L⌧ = (⌫⌧ ⌧L)T and

1
In this conclusion, we dismiss the accidental possibility that Br(⇡
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⌫µ). If this equality holds, the constraint on Br(⇡ ! e⌫)/Br(⇡ ! µ⌫) does not constrain
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⌫⌧ ) or Br(⇡

+ ! e
+
⌫⌧ ), separately.
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In this section, we introduce the models for (i) ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ; (ii) ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ and (iii) the ⌧

production by ⌫e (⌫µ) scattering o↵ the matter fields. In each case, we review the bounds on the

parameter space of the model. We then show how the e↵ects of these new models in the neutrino

experiments can be described by the coherent |✏di and |✏si states that have extensively been used

in the literature to describe the CC-NSI.

A. A model for ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧

The ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ process is constrained by the precision measurement of the ratio Br(⇡ !

e⌫)/Br(⇡ ! µ⌫) where ⌫ can be any neutral fermion with a mass below 1 MeV that appears

as missing energy. Notice that the SM prediction for this ratio is free from the uncertainties in

the pion decay constant. The measurement is compatible with the SM prediction to the level of

2.4 ⇥ 10�3 [21], implying that Br(⇡+ ! e+⌫⌧ ) < 2.4 ⇥ 10�3Br(⇡+ ! e+⌫e) = 2.8 ⇥ 10�7 and

Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) < 2.4⇥10�3Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ) = 2.4⇥10�3. 1 Since the bound on Br(⇡+ ! e+⌫⌧ )

is too strong to lead to an observable e↵ect at FASER⌫ and other similar experiments, we will only

focus on ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ .

The e↵ective four-Fermi coupling
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With G⌫µ ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�8 GeV�2, Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) ⇠ 10�3. Notice that although the G⌫µ coupling

is chirality-flipping, the angular momentum conservation and the fact that both interactions are

short-ranged imply that the polarizations of the muons emitted in ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ and ⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ are

equal. As a result, the precise measurement of the muon polarization [22] does not constrain G⌫µ.

To obtain the e↵ective coupling in Eq (1), we introduce two scalar doublets, �1 = (�+
1 �0

1)
T

and �2 = (�+
2 �0

2)
T with the following Yukawa couplings with the doublets, L⌧ = (⌫⌧ ⌧L)T and

1
In this conclusion, we dismiss the accidental possibility that Br(⇡
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⌫µ). If this equality holds, the constraint on Br(⇡ ! e⌫)/Br(⇡ ! µ⌫) does not constrain
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⌫⌧ ), separately.
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Q1 = (uL dL)T :

�dd̄�
†
1Q1 + �uū�

T
1 cQ1 + �µµ̄�

†
2L⌧ +H.c., (3)

where c is an asymmetric matrix with c12 = �c21 = 1. If �1 is identified with �2 or if the

neutral components of these two doublets are mixed, the e↵ective LFV G⇡(µ̄R⌧L)(ū�5u � d̄�5d)

and G⌘(µ̄R⌧L)(ū�5u + d̄�5d) couplings can be obtained by integrating out the heavy states. G⌘

and G⇡ will be respectively proportional to �u + �d and �u � �d. These e↵ective couplings lead to

⌧ ! µ⇡0 and ⌧ ! µ⌘0 which are severely constrained [22] and set bounds: G⇡ < 5⇥ 10�9 GeV�2

and G⌘ < 4⇥ 10�10 GeV�2. To obtain Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) ⇠ 10�3, we therefore need G⌫µ � G⇡, G⌘.

This in turn implies �1 6= �2. Moreover, the mixing between the neutral components of �1 and

�2 should be much smaller than that between their charged components.2

To explain the flavor structure of the Yukawa couplings and to simplify the Lagrangian by

removing unwanted terms, we impose an approximate U1(1)⇥U2(1) global symmetry. The U1(1)⇥

U2(1) charges of the relevant fields are shown in table I. The rest of the SM fields are neutral under

this new U1(1)⇥U2(1). With this assignment, �d 6= 0 but �u = 0 so our analysis will be simplified.

TABLE I. The U1(1) ⇥ U2(1) charges of the fields. The rest of the fields, including uR and the Higgs are

taken neutral under U1(1)⇥ U2(1).

charges �1 �2 L⌧ , ⌧R Lµ, µR Q dR

U1(1) 1 0 0 0 � � � 1

U2(1) 0 1 ↵ 1 + ↵ 0 0

Notice that the Yukawa couplings of u and d to the SM Higgs breaks the U1(1) symmetry so the

smallness of the u and d masses can be explained as a bonus in this model. We can proceed

with assigning unequal U1(1) ⇥ U2(1) charges to eR and Le to also explain the lightness of the

first generation of leptons but this is not the main goal of the present paper. The U1(1) ⇥ U2(1)

symmetry explains the flavor structure of the Yukawa couplings and forbids mixing terms between

�1 and �2 such as �†
1�2, |H|2�†

1�2 and (H†�1)(�
†
2H). As a result, �0

1 and �0
2 will not be mixed,

preventing ⌧ ! µ⇡0.

The mixing between �+
1 and �+

2 , which is required to obtain ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ , breaks U1(1) ⇥

U2(1). After electroweak symmetry breaking, we can obtain such a mixing between the charged

2
Notice that the mixing between the charged components can lead to a mixing between the neutral components at

one loop, suppressed by e
2
sin

2
✓W /16⇡

2 ⇠ 10
�2

which is small enough.
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where c is an asymmetric matrix with c12 = �c21 = 1. If �1 is identified with �2 or if the

neutral components of these two doublets are mixed, the e↵ective LFV G⇡(µ̄R⌧L)(ū�5u � d̄�5d)

and G⌘(µ̄R⌧L)(ū�5u + d̄�5d) couplings can be obtained by integrating out the heavy states. G⌘

and G⇡ will be respectively proportional to �u + �d and �u � �d. These e↵ective couplings lead to

⌧ ! µ⇡0 and ⌧ ! µ⌘0 which are severely constrained [22] and set bounds: G⇡ < 5⇥ 10�9 GeV�2

and G⌘ < 4⇥ 10�10 GeV�2. To obtain Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) ⇠ 10�3, we therefore need G⌫µ � G⇡, G⌘.

This in turn implies �1 6= �2. Moreover, the mixing between the neutral components of �1 and

�2 should be much smaller than that between their charged components.2

To explain the flavor structure of the Yukawa couplings and to simplify the Lagrangian by

removing unwanted terms, we impose an approximate U1(1)⇥U2(1) global symmetry. The U1(1)⇥

U2(1) charges of the relevant fields are shown in table I. The rest of the SM fields are neutral under

this new U1(1)⇥U2(1). With this assignment, �d 6= 0 but �u = 0 so our analysis will be simplified.

TABLE I. The U1(1) ⇥ U2(1) charges of the fields. The rest of the fields, including uR and the Higgs are

taken neutral under U1(1)⇥ U2(1).

charges �1 �2 L⌧ , ⌧R Lµ, µR Q dR

U1(1) 1 0 0 0 � � � 1

U2(1) 0 1 ↵ 1 + ↵ 0 0

Notice that the Yukawa couplings of u and d to the SM Higgs breaks the U1(1) symmetry so the

smallness of the u and d masses can be explained as a bonus in this model. We can proceed

with assigning unequal U1(1) ⇥ U2(1) charges to eR and Le to also explain the lightness of the

first generation of leptons but this is not the main goal of the present paper. The U1(1) ⇥ U2(1)

symmetry explains the flavor structure of the Yukawa couplings and forbids mixing terms between

�1 and �2 such as �†
1�2, |H|2�†

1�2 and (H†�1)(�
†
2H). As a result, �0

1 and �0
2 will not be mixed,

preventing ⌧ ! µ⇡0.

The mixing between �+
1 and �+

2 , which is required to obtain ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ , breaks U1(1) ⇥

U2(1). After electroweak symmetry breaking, we can obtain such a mixing between the charged

2
Notice that the mixing between the charged components can lead to a mixing between the neutral components at

one loop, suppressed by e
2
sin

2
✓W /16⇡

2 ⇠ 10
�2

which is small enough.
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TABLE I. The U1(1) ⇥ U2(1) charges of the fields. The rest of the fields, including uR and the Higgs are

taken neutral under U1(1)⇥ U2(1).
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Notice that the Yukawa couplings of u and d to the SM Higgs breaks the U1(1) symmetry so the

smallness of the u and d masses can be explained as a bonus in this model. We can proceed

with assigning unequal U1(1) ⇥ U2(1) charges to eR and Le to also explain the lightness of the

first generation of leptons but this is not the main goal of the present paper. The U1(1) ⇥ U2(1)
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�1 and �2 such as �†
1�2, |H|2�†

1�2 and (H†�1)(�
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2H). As a result, �0

1 and �0
2 will not be mixed,

preventing ⌧ ! µ⇡0.

The mixing between �+
1 and �+

2 , which is required to obtain ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ , breaks U1(1) ⇥

U2(1). After electroweak symmetry breaking, we can obtain such a mixing between the charged

2
Notice that the mixing between the charged components can lead to a mixing between the neutral components at
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2
sin
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Explaining smallness of u and d quark masses as bonus
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In order to account for the (g � 2)µ anomaly [24] with m�2 ⇠ 300 GeV, �µ should saturate the

perturbativity bound: �µ ⇠ 3. In fact, this is a general feature of the models that explain the

(g � 2)µ anomaly with new Yukawa coupling [25]. To maintain G⌫µ ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�8 GeV�2, we can

decrease �12 by one order of magnitude. The smallness of �12 can be explained by U1(1)⇥U2(1) !

U(1).

The components of �2 can be pair produced at the LHC via the electroweak interactions. They

will subsequently decay as �0
2 ! µ+⌧� and �+

2 ! µ+⌫⌧ . The components of �1 can also be pair

produced via the electroweak interactions. Moreover, the d̄+u and d̄+d scatterings can respectively
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1 and �0

1 in association with the gluon. The �1 components will subsequently decay into

a pair of jets. Through the mixing between �1 and �2, the electroweak interaction can also produce

�1�2 pairs. Moreover, the mixing can lead to the leptonic (hadronic) decay modes for �1 (�2).

These e↵ects are however subdominant and further suppressed by O[(�12v2/m2
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)2]. The heavier

component of �1 or �2 can also decay into the lighter one and the W boson. The splittings between

the two components are however constrained by the oblique parameters [26]. The signature of pair

production of the �1 as well as single �1 production in association of gluon(s) will be multijet

signal which su↵ers from high background. To our best knowledge, �1 heavier than 200 GeV

decaying into jets is still unconstrained by the LHC. However, it may be discovered during the

high luminosity phase of the LHC. The signatures of the �+
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⌧ and µ pairs are equal to m�0
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. To our best knowledge, neither a dedicated search for �0

2 with an

arbitrary mass decaying into µ+⌧� nor a search for �+
2 decaying into the muon plus missing energy

has been carried out, yet. 3

3
There is already a stringent bound on the LFV decay mode of the SM Higgs: Br(H ! ⌧µ) < 0.28% [27]. This

bound can be translated into an upper bound on the mixing between H
0
and �

0
1. Such a mixing violates the global

U1(1)⇥U2(1) symmetry as well as the residue U(1) that survives the introduction of �12. Thus, in our model, the

mixing between H
0
and �

0
1 is naturally small.
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produce �+
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1 in association with the gluon. The �1 components will subsequently decay into
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production of the �1 as well as single �1 production in association of gluon(s) will be multijet
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decaying into jets is still unconstrained by the LHC. However, it may be discovered during the
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2 with an
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has been carried out, yet. 3
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There is already a stringent bound on the LFV decay mode of the SM Higgs: Br(H ! ⌧µ) < 0.28% [27]. This

bound can be translated into an upper bound on the mixing between H
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and �

0
1. Such a mixing violates the global
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and �
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II. THE MODEL(S)

In this section, we introduce the models for (i) ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ; (ii) ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ and (iii) the ⌧

production by ⌫e (⌫µ) scattering o↵ the matter fields. In each case, we review the bounds on the

parameter space of the model. We then show how the e↵ects of these new models in the neutrino

experiments can be described by the coherent |✏di and |✏si states that have extensively been used

in the literature to describe the CC-NSI.

A. A model for ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧

The ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ process is constrained by the precision measurement of the ratio Br(⇡ !

e⌫)/Br(⇡ ! µ⌫) where ⌫ can be any neutral fermion with a mass below 1 MeV that appears

as missing energy. Notice that the SM prediction for this ratio is free from the uncertainties in

the pion decay constant. The measurement is compatible with the SM prediction to the level of

2.4 ⇥ 10�3 [21], implying that Br(⇡+ ! e+⌫⌧ ) < 2.4 ⇥ 10�3Br(⇡+ ! e+⌫e) = 2.8 ⇥ 10�7 and

Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) < 2.4⇥10�3Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ) = 2.4⇥10�3. 1 Since the bound on Br(⇡+ ! e+⌫⌧ )

is too strong to lead to an observable e↵ect at FASER⌫ and other similar experiments, we will only

focus on ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ .

The e↵ective four-Fermi coupling

G⌫µ(µ̄
1� �5

2
⌫⌧ )(d̄

1± �5
2

u) (1)

leads to

�(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) = G2
⌫µ

m⇡

32⇡

F 2
⇡

(mu +md)2
(m2

⇡ �m2
µ)

2. (2)

With G⌫µ ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�8 GeV�2, Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) ⇠ 10�3. Notice that although the G⌫µ coupling

is chirality-flipping, the angular momentum conservation and the fact that both interactions are

short-ranged imply that the polarizations of the muons emitted in ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ and ⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ are

equal. As a result, the precise measurement of the muon polarization [22] does not constrain G⌫µ.

To obtain the e↵ective coupling in Eq (1), we introduce two scalar doublets, �1 = (�+
1 �0

1)
T

and �2 = (�+
2 �0

2)
T with the following Yukawa couplings with the doublets, L⌧ = (⌫⌧ ⌧L)T and

1
In this conclusion, we dismiss the accidental possibility that Br(⇡

+ ! e
+
⌫⌧ )/Br(⇡

+ ! e
+
⌫e) = Br(⇡

+ !

µ
+
⌫⌧ )/Br(⇡

+ ! µ
+
⌫µ). If this equality holds, the constraint on Br(⇡ ! e⌫)/Br(⇡ ! µ⌫) does not constrain

Br(⇡
+ ! µ

+
⌫⌧ ) or Br(⇡

+ ! e
+
⌫⌧ ), separately.
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+ ! µ

+
⌫⌧ ) or Br(⇡

+ ! e
+
⌫⌧ ), separately.

Enhancement 

No such enhancement in ⌫⌧ + nucleus ! µ+X
<latexit sha1_base64="WzSoIHCw8gFuKpEzdp2e1evK8f8=">AAACCnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9eokUQCmVXBD0WvXisYB/QXZZsmm1Dk+ySh1CWnr34V7x4UMSrv8Cb/8a03YO2DgSGme9LMhNnjCrted9OaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3XP3D9oqNRKTFk5ZKrsxUoRRQVqaaka6mSSIx4x04tHN1O88EKloKu71OCMhRwNBE4qRtlLkHgfCRIFGppYHkkNhMCNGTWCgUxhwA2vdyK16dW8GuEz8glRBgWbkfgX9FBtOhMYMKdXzvUyHOZKa2ssnlcAokiE8QgPSs1QgTlSYz6JM4KlV+jBJpT1Cw5n6eyNHXKkxj+0kR3qoFr2p+J/XMzq5CnMqMqOJwPOHEsOgzTntBfapJFizsSUIS2r/CvEQSYS1ba9iS/AXIy+T9nnd9+r+3UW1cV3UUQZH4AScAR9cgga4BU3QAhg8gmfwCt6cJ+fFeXc+5qMlp9g5BH/gfP4AeY+aFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WzSoIHCw8gFuKpEzdp2e1evK8f8=">AAACCnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9eokUQCmVXBD0WvXisYB/QXZZsmm1Dk+ySh1CWnr34V7x4UMSrv8Cb/8a03YO2DgSGme9LMhNnjCrted9OaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3XP3D9oqNRKTFk5ZKrsxUoRRQVqaaka6mSSIx4x04tHN1O88EKloKu71OCMhRwNBE4qRtlLkHgfCRIFGppYHkkNhMCNGTWCgUxhwA2vdyK16dW8GuEz8glRBgWbkfgX9FBtOhMYMKdXzvUyHOZKa2ssnlcAokiE8QgPSs1QgTlSYz6JM4KlV+jBJpT1Cw5n6eyNHXKkxj+0kR3qoFr2p+J/XMzq5CnMqMqOJwPOHEsOgzTntBfapJFizsSUIS2r/CvEQSYS1ba9iS/AXIy+T9nnd9+r+3UW1cV3UUQZH4AScAR9cgga4BU3QAhg8gmfwCt6cJ+fFeXc+5qMlp9g5BH/gfP4AeY+aFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WzSoIHCw8gFuKpEzdp2e1evK8f8=">AAACCnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9eokUQCmVXBD0WvXisYB/QXZZsmm1Dk+ySh1CWnr34V7x4UMSrv8Cb/8a03YO2DgSGme9LMhNnjCrted9OaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3XP3D9oqNRKTFk5ZKrsxUoRRQVqaaka6mSSIx4x04tHN1O88EKloKu71OCMhRwNBE4qRtlLkHgfCRIFGppYHkkNhMCNGTWCgUxhwA2vdyK16dW8GuEz8glRBgWbkfgX9FBtOhMYMKdXzvUyHOZKa2ssnlcAokiE8QgPSs1QgTlSYz6JM4KlV+jBJpT1Cw5n6eyNHXKkxj+0kR3qoFr2p+J/XMzq5CnMqMqOJwPOHEsOgzTntBfapJFizsSUIS2r/CvEQSYS1ba9iS/AXIy+T9nnd9+r+3UW1cV3UUQZH4AScAR9cgga4BU3QAhg8gmfwCt6cJ+fFeXc+5qMlp9g5BH/gfP4AeY+aFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WzSoIHCw8gFuKpEzdp2e1evK8f8=">AAACCnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9eokUQCmVXBD0WvXisYB/QXZZsmm1Dk+ySh1CWnr34V7x4UMSrv8Cb/8a03YO2DgSGme9LMhNnjCrted9OaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3XP3D9oqNRKTFk5ZKrsxUoRRQVqaaka6mSSIx4x04tHN1O88EKloKu71OCMhRwNBE4qRtlLkHgfCRIFGppYHkkNhMCNGTWCgUxhwA2vdyK16dW8GuEz8glRBgWbkfgX9FBtOhMYMKdXzvUyHOZKa2ssnlcAokiE8QgPSs1QgTlSYz6JM4KlV+jBJpT1Cw5n6eyNHXKkxj+0kR3qoFr2p+J/XMzq5CnMqMqOJwPOHEsOgzTntBfapJFizsSUIS2r/CvEQSYS1ba9iS/AXIy+T9nnd9+r+3UW1cV3UUQZH4AScAR9cgga4BU3QAhg8gmfwCt6cJ+fFeXc+5qMlp9g5BH/gfP4AeY+aFg==</latexit>



NOMAD bounds

Pion decay
domination

Kaon decay
domination

The energy of tau from                       or                           will be too low to be detectable.⇡+ ! ⌫⌧µ
+

<latexit sha1_base64="iOe0zPPjlp0M66iNwXBwTUGDX08=">AAACAHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16sKFm2ARhEKZEUGXRTcuK9gHdKZDJs20oUlmyEMoQzf+ihsXirj1M9z5N6btLLT1QOBwzr3cnBNnjCrted/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t+8eHLZUaiQmTZyyVHZipAijgjQ11Yx0MkkQjxlpx6Pbqd9+JFLRVDzocUZCjgaCJhQjbaXIPQ4y2qsGOoWBMFGgkYEBN71q5Fa8mjcDXCZ+QSqgQCNyv4J+ig0nQmOGlOr6XqbDHElNMSOTcmAUyRAeoQHpWioQJyrMZwEm8MwqfZik0j6h4Uz9vZEjrtSYx3aSIz1Ui95U/M/rGp1chzkVmdFE4PmhxDBo807bgH0qCdZsbAnCktq/QjxEEmFtOyvbEvzFyMukdVHzvZp/f1mp3xR1lMAJOAXnwAdXoA7uQAM0AQYT8AxewZvz5Lw4787HfHTFKXaOwB84nz/A1pXZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iOe0zPPjlp0M66iNwXBwTUGDX08=">AAACAHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16sKFm2ARhEKZEUGXRTcuK9gHdKZDJs20oUlmyEMoQzf+ihsXirj1M9z5N6btLLT1QOBwzr3cnBNnjCrted/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t+8eHLZUaiQmTZyyVHZipAijgjQ11Yx0MkkQjxlpx6Pbqd9+JFLRVDzocUZCjgaCJhQjbaXIPQ4y2qsGOoWBMFGgkYEBN71q5Fa8mjcDXCZ+QSqgQCNyv4J+ig0nQmOGlOr6XqbDHElNMSOTcmAUyRAeoQHpWioQJyrMZwEm8MwqfZik0j6h4Uz9vZEjrtSYx3aSIz1Ui95U/M/rGp1chzkVmdFE4PmhxDBo807bgH0qCdZsbAnCktq/QjxEEmFtOyvbEvzFyMukdVHzvZp/f1mp3xR1lMAJOAXnwAdXoA7uQAM0AQYT8AxewZvz5Lw4787HfHTFKXaOwB84nz/A1pXZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iOe0zPPjlp0M66iNwXBwTUGDX08=">AAACAHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16sKFm2ARhEKZEUGXRTcuK9gHdKZDJs20oUlmyEMoQzf+ihsXirj1M9z5N6btLLT1QOBwzr3cnBNnjCrted/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t+8eHLZUaiQmTZyyVHZipAijgjQ11Yx0MkkQjxlpx6Pbqd9+JFLRVDzocUZCjgaCJhQjbaXIPQ4y2qsGOoWBMFGgkYEBN71q5Fa8mjcDXCZ+QSqgQCNyv4J+ig0nQmOGlOr6XqbDHElNMSOTcmAUyRAeoQHpWioQJyrMZwEm8MwqfZik0j6h4Uz9vZEjrtSYx3aSIz1Ui95U/M/rGp1chzkVmdFE4PmhxDBo807bgH0qCdZsbAnCktq/QjxEEmFtOyvbEvzFyMukdVHzvZp/f1mp3xR1lMAJOAXnwAdXoA7uQAM0AQYT8AxewZvz5Lw4787HfHTFKXaOwB84nz/A1pXZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iOe0zPPjlp0M66iNwXBwTUGDX08=">AAACAHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16sKFm2ARhEKZEUGXRTcuK9gHdKZDJs20oUlmyEMoQzf+ihsXirj1M9z5N6btLLT1QOBwzr3cnBNnjCrted/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t+8eHLZUaiQmTZyyVHZipAijgjQ11Yx0MkkQjxlpx6Pbqd9+JFLRVDzocUZCjgaCJhQjbaXIPQ4y2qsGOoWBMFGgkYEBN71q5Fa8mjcDXCZ+QSqgQCNyv4J+ig0nQmOGlOr6XqbDHElNMSOTcmAUyRAeoQHpWioQJyrMZwEm8MwqfZik0j6h4Uz9vZEjrtSYx3aSIz1Ui95U/M/rGp1chzkVmdFE4PmhxDBo807bgH0qCdZsbAnCktq/QjxEEmFtOyvbEvzFyMukdVHzvZp/f1mp3xR1lMAJOAXnwAdXoA7uQAM0AQYT8AxewZvz5Lw4787HfHTFKXaOwB84nz/A1pXZ</latexit>

⇡+ ! ⌫̄⌧µ
+

<latexit sha1_base64="gSzNHO+v11hMsrMluMafZSfijFE=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgFMqMCLosunFZwT6gmQ6ZNG1DM5khD6EMXbnxV9y4UMSt3+DOvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+7l5pwo5Uxpz/t2Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7p67f9BUiZGENkjCE9mOsKKcCdrQTHPaTiXFccRpKxrdTP3WA5WKJeJej1MaxHggWJ8RrK0UuscoZd0K0glEEZYZEmYSIo0NRLHpVkK37FW9GeAy8XNSBjnqofuFegkxMRWacKxUx/dSHWRYakY4nZSQUTTFZIQHtGOpwDFVQTaLMYGnVunBfiLtExrO1N8bGY6VGseRnYyxHqpFbyr+53WM7l8FGROp0VSQ+aG+4dCmnnYCe0xSovnYEkwks3+FZIglJto2V7Il+IuRl0nzvOp7Vf/uoly7zusogiNwAs6ADy5BDdyCOmgAAh7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0YKT7xyCP3A+fwCzx5ie</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gSzNHO+v11hMsrMluMafZSfijFE=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgFMqMCLosunFZwT6gmQ6ZNG1DM5khD6EMXbnxV9y4UMSt3+DOvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+7l5pwo5Uxpz/t2Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7p67f9BUiZGENkjCE9mOsKKcCdrQTHPaTiXFccRpKxrdTP3WA5WKJeJej1MaxHggWJ8RrK0UuscoZd0K0glEEZYZEmYSIo0NRLHpVkK37FW9GeAy8XNSBjnqofuFegkxMRWacKxUx/dSHWRYakY4nZSQUTTFZIQHtGOpwDFVQTaLMYGnVunBfiLtExrO1N8bGY6VGseRnYyxHqpFbyr+53WM7l8FGROp0VSQ+aG+4dCmnnYCe0xSovnYEkwks3+FZIglJto2V7Il+IuRl0nzvOp7Vf/uoly7zusogiNwAs6ADy5BDdyCOmgAAh7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0YKT7xyCP3A+fwCzx5ie</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gSzNHO+v11hMsrMluMafZSfijFE=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgFMqMCLosunFZwT6gmQ6ZNG1DM5khD6EMXbnxV9y4UMSt3+DOvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+7l5pwo5Uxpz/t2Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7p67f9BUiZGENkjCE9mOsKKcCdrQTHPaTiXFccRpKxrdTP3WA5WKJeJej1MaxHggWJ8RrK0UuscoZd0K0glEEZYZEmYSIo0NRLHpVkK37FW9GeAy8XNSBjnqofuFegkxMRWacKxUx/dSHWRYakY4nZSQUTTFZIQHtGOpwDFVQTaLMYGnVunBfiLtExrO1N8bGY6VGseRnYyxHqpFbyr+53WM7l8FGROp0VSQ+aG+4dCmnnYCe0xSovnYEkwks3+FZIglJto2V7Il+IuRl0nzvOp7Vf/uoly7zusogiNwAs6ADy5BDdyCOmgAAh7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0YKT7xyCP3A+fwCzx5ie</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gSzNHO+v11hMsrMluMafZSfijFE=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgFMqMCLosunFZwT6gmQ6ZNG1DM5khD6EMXbnxV9y4UMSt3+DOvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+7l5pwo5Uxpz/t2Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7p67f9BUiZGENkjCE9mOsKKcCdrQTHPaTiXFccRpKxrdTP3WA5WKJeJej1MaxHggWJ8RrK0UuscoZd0K0glEEZYZEmYSIo0NRLHpVkK37FW9GeAy8XNSBjnqofuFegkxMRWacKxUx/dSHWRYakY4nZSQUTTFZIQHtGOpwDFVQTaLMYGnVunBfiLtExrO1N8bGY6VGseRnYyxHqpFbyr+53WM7l8FGROp0VSQ+aG+4dCmnnYCe0xSovnYEkwks3+FZIglJto2V7Il+IuRl0nzvOp7Vf/uoly7zusogiNwAs6ADy5BDdyCOmgAAh7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0YKT7xyCP3A+fwCzx5ie</latexit>

Bound on 

K+ ! µ+⌫⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="2PU4xqFu2eDmyMB2LnCNnOMuG9s=">AAAB/XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xcvOzWARBKEkIuiy6EZwU8FeoIlhMp20Q2cmYS5CDcVXceNCEbe+hzvfxmmbhbb+MPDxn3OYc/44Y1Rpz/t2FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW13Z7epUiMxaeCUpbIdI0UYFaShqWaknUmCeMxIKx5cjeutByIVTcWdHmYk5KgnaEIx0taK3P2b+5NApzDgxoIwUaCRidyKV/UmgvPgF1ABheqR+xV0U2w4ERozpFTH9zId5khqihkZlQOjSIbwAPVIx6JAnKgwn2w/gkfW6cIklfYJDSfu74kccaWGPLadHOm+mq2Nzf9qHaOTizCnIjOaCDz9KDEM2nPHUcAulQRrNrSAsKR2V4j7SCKsbWBlG4I/e/I8NE+rvlf1b88qtcsijhI4AIfgGPjgHNTANaiDBsDgETyDV/DmPDkvzrvzMW1dcIqZPfBHzucPomyUsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2PU4xqFu2eDmyMB2LnCNnOMuG9s=">AAAB/XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xcvOzWARBKEkIuiy6EZwU8FeoIlhMp20Q2cmYS5CDcVXceNCEbe+hzvfxmmbhbb+MPDxn3OYc/44Y1Rpz/t2FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW13Z7epUiMxaeCUpbIdI0UYFaShqWaknUmCeMxIKx5cjeutByIVTcWdHmYk5KgnaEIx0taK3P2b+5NApzDgxoIwUaCRidyKV/UmgvPgF1ABheqR+xV0U2w4ERozpFTH9zId5khqihkZlQOjSIbwAPVIx6JAnKgwn2w/gkfW6cIklfYJDSfu74kccaWGPLadHOm+mq2Nzf9qHaOTizCnIjOaCDz9KDEM2nPHUcAulQRrNrSAsKR2V4j7SCKsbWBlG4I/e/I8NE+rvlf1b88qtcsijhI4AIfgGPjgHNTANaiDBsDgETyDV/DmPDkvzrvzMW1dcIqZPfBHzucPomyUsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2PU4xqFu2eDmyMB2LnCNnOMuG9s=">AAAB/XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xcvOzWARBKEkIuiy6EZwU8FeoIlhMp20Q2cmYS5CDcVXceNCEbe+hzvfxmmbhbb+MPDxn3OYc/44Y1Rpz/t2FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW13Z7epUiMxaeCUpbIdI0UYFaShqWaknUmCeMxIKx5cjeutByIVTcWdHmYk5KgnaEIx0taK3P2b+5NApzDgxoIwUaCRidyKV/UmgvPgF1ABheqR+xV0U2w4ERozpFTH9zId5khqihkZlQOjSIbwAPVIx6JAnKgwn2w/gkfW6cIklfYJDSfu74kccaWGPLadHOm+mq2Nzf9qHaOTizCnIjOaCDz9KDEM2nPHUcAulQRrNrSAsKR2V4j7SCKsbWBlG4I/e/I8NE+rvlf1b88qtcsijhI4AIfgGPjgHNTANaiDBsDgETyDV/DmPDkvzrvzMW1dcIqZPfBHzucPomyUsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2PU4xqFu2eDmyMB2LnCNnOMuG9s=">AAAB/XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xcvOzWARBKEkIuiy6EZwU8FeoIlhMp20Q2cmYS5CDcVXceNCEbe+hzvfxmmbhbb+MPDxn3OYc/44Y1Rpz/t2FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW13Z7epUiMxaeCUpbIdI0UYFaShqWaknUmCeMxIKx5cjeutByIVTcWdHmYk5KgnaEIx0taK3P2b+5NApzDgxoIwUaCRidyKV/UmgvPgF1ABheqR+xV0U2w4ERozpFTH9zId5khqihkZlQOjSIbwAPVIx6JAnKgwn2w/gkfW6cIklfYJDSfu74kccaWGPLadHOm+mq2Nzf9qHaOTizCnIjOaCDz9KDEM2nPHUcAulQRrNrSAsKR2V4j7SCKsbWBlG4I/e/I8NE+rvlf1b88qtcsijhI4AIfgGPjgHNTANaiDBsDgETyDV/DmPDkvzrvzMW1dcIqZPfBHzucPomyUsQ==</latexit>

and on

K+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="4NQrEuNdKCj4q6CQ0sIl7tt5yJ4=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16k43wSIIQpkRQZdFN4KbCvYBnXHIpJk2NMkMeQhlKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+7l5pw4Y1Rpz/t2FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW13Z7epUiMxaeCUpbIdI0UYFaShqWaknUmCeMxIKx5cjf3WA5GKpuJODzMSctQTNKEYaStF7v7N/UmgUxhwY0mMZB4IM4oCjUzkVryqNwGcJ35BKqBAPXK/gm6KDSdCY4aU6vhepsMcSU0xI6NyYBTJEB6gHulYKhAnKswnGUbwyCpdmKTSPqHhRP29kSOu1JDHdpIj3Vez3lj8z+sYnVyEORWZ0UTg6aHEMGhDjwuBXSoJ1mxoCcKS2r9C3EcSYW1rK9sS/NnI86R5WvW9qn97VqldFnWUwAE4BMfAB+egBq5BHTQABo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY/p6IJT7OyBP3A+fwCLMZd2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4NQrEuNdKCj4q6CQ0sIl7tt5yJ4=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16k43wSIIQpkRQZdFN4KbCvYBnXHIpJk2NMkMeQhlKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+7l5pw4Y1Rpz/t2FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW13Z7epUiMxaeCUpbIdI0UYFaShqWaknUmCeMxIKx5cjf3WA5GKpuJODzMSctQTNKEYaStF7v7N/UmgUxhwY0mMZB4IM4oCjUzkVryqNwGcJ35BKqBAPXK/gm6KDSdCY4aU6vhepsMcSU0xI6NyYBTJEB6gHulYKhAnKswnGUbwyCpdmKTSPqHhRP29kSOu1JDHdpIj3Vez3lj8z+sYnVyEORWZ0UTg6aHEMGhDjwuBXSoJ1mxoCcKS2r9C3EcSYW1rK9sS/NnI86R5WvW9qn97VqldFnWUwAE4BMfAB+egBq5BHTQABo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY/p6IJT7OyBP3A+fwCLMZd2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4NQrEuNdKCj4q6CQ0sIl7tt5yJ4=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16k43wSIIQpkRQZdFN4KbCvYBnXHIpJk2NMkMeQhlKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+7l5pw4Y1Rpz/t2FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW13Z7epUiMxaeCUpbIdI0UYFaShqWaknUmCeMxIKx5cjf3WA5GKpuJODzMSctQTNKEYaStF7v7N/UmgUxhwY0mMZB4IM4oCjUzkVryqNwGcJ35BKqBAPXK/gm6KDSdCY4aU6vhepsMcSU0xI6NyYBTJEB6gHulYKhAnKswnGUbwyCpdmKTSPqHhRP29kSOu1JDHdpIj3Vez3lj8z+sYnVyEORWZ0UTg6aHEMGhDjwuBXSoJ1mxoCcKS2r9C3EcSYW1rK9sS/NnI86R5WvW9qn97VqldFnWUwAE4BMfAB+egBq5BHTQABo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY/p6IJT7OyBP3A+fwCLMZd2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4NQrEuNdKCj4q6CQ0sIl7tt5yJ4=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16k43wSIIQpkRQZdFN4KbCvYBnXHIpJk2NMkMeQhlKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+7l5pw4Y1Rpz/t2FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW13Z7epUiMxaeCUpbIdI0UYFaShqWaknUmCeMxIKx5cjf3WA5GKpuJODzMSctQTNKEYaStF7v7N/UmgUxhwY0mMZB4IM4oCjUzkVryqNwGcJ35BKqBAPXK/gm6KDSdCY4aU6vhepsMcSU0xI6NyYBTJEB6gHulYKhAnKswnGUbwyCpdmKTSPqHhRP29kSOu1JDHdpIj3Vez3lj8z+sYnVyEORWZ0UTg6aHEMGhDjwuBXSoJ1mxoCcKS2r9C3EcSYW1rK9sS/NnI86R5WvW9qn97VqldFnWUwAE4BMfAB+egBq5BHTQABo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY/p6IJT7OyBP3A+fwCLMZd2</latexit>
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Notice that ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ is enhanced by f2
⇡/(mu+md)2 but the cross section of the ⌫⌧ interaction

on the nuclei via the new G⌫µ does not enjoy such as enhancement. Moreover, since there is a large

background for the (µ+jets) signal from the CC interaction of ⌫µ, we do not need to worry about

the impact of G⌫µ on the detection.

In sect. V, we shall study the bounds from FASER⌫ on Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ). This scenario could

lead to the tau production at the NOMAD detector, too. However, at NOMAD the energies of

neutrinos from the pion decay are around 20 GeV so the momentum of the jets recoiling against the

produced ⌧ would be too low to survive the cuts applied by the NOMAD collaboration to identify

the ⌧ production [29]. At NOMAD, the neutrino flux with energies higher than 50 GeV was also

produced but the production was dominated by the Kaon decay rather than the pion decay. As

a result, the exotic decay K+ ! µ+⌫⌧ can already strongly be constrained by NOMAD. We have

therefore focused only on the exotic pion decay in this paper.

B. A model for ⇡+ ! ⌫̄⌧µ+ with a connection to observed anomalies in ⌧ decay

Ref. [20] proposes a model to address the 2� discrepancy between the observation and the SM

prediction in the ⌧ ! µ⌫⌧ ⌫̄µ mode [30]. The model is based on the introduction of a new charged

singlet �+ heavier than 300 GeV and with an interaction of form

L = ��23

2
La,µ✏abLb⌧�

+ +H.c = ��23

2
(⌫Tµ c⌧L � µT

Lc⌫⌧ )�
+ +H.c (6)

From Br(⌧ ! µ⌫⌫)/Br(⌧(µ) ! e⌫⌫), Ref. [20] finds

0.052
m�+

300 GeV
< �23 < 0.148

m�+

300 GeV
. (7)

The �23 coupling can also give rise to (g � 2)µ but considering the upper bound on �23 shown in

Eq. (7), the contribution will be too small to account for the observed deviation from the standard

model prediction [23, 24].

TABLE II. The U(1) charges of the fields. The rest of the fields, including uR and the Higgs are neutral

under U(1).

charges �1 �+ L⌧ , ⌧R Lµ, µR Q dR

U(1) 1 1 �1/2� ↵ �1/2 + ↵ � � � 1
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In recent years, evidence for lepton flavour universality violation beyond the Standard Model has
been accumulated. In this context, a singly charged SU(2)L singlet scalar (�±) is very interesting, as
it can only have flavour o↵-diagonal couplings to neutrinos and charged leptons, therefore necessarily
violating lepton flavour (universality). In fact, it gives a (necessarily constructive) tree level e↵ect
in ` ! `0⌫⌫ processes, while contributing to charged lepton flavour violating only at the loop level.
Therefore, it can provide a common explanation of the hints for new physics in ⌧ ! µ⌫⌫/⌧(µ) ! e⌫⌫
and of the Cabibbo Angle Anomaly. Such an explanation predicts Br[⌧ ! e�] to be of the order of a
few times 10�11 while Br[⌧ ! eµµ] can be of the order of 10�9 for order one couplings and therefore
in the reach of forthcoming experiments. Furthermore, we derive a novel coupling-independent
lower limit on the scalar mass of ⇡ 200GeV by recasting LHC slepton searches. In the scenario
preferred by low energy precision data, the lower limit is even strengthened to ⇡ 300GeV, showing
the complementary between LHC searches and flavour observables. Furthermore, we point out
that this model can be tested by reinterpreting dark matter monophoton searches at future e+e�

colliders.

I. INTRODUCTION

While the LHC, in its quest for discovering beyond the

Standard Model (SM) physics, has not discovered any

new particles directly [1, 2], intriguing indirect hints for

the violation of lepton flavour universality (LFU) were

accumulated. In particular, global fits to b ! s`+`� [3–

10] and b ! c⌧⌫ [11–16] data point convincingly towards

new physics (NP) with a significance of >5� [17–28] and

> 3� [29–33], respectively. In addition, also the long

standing tension in the anomalous magnetic moment of

the muon [34, 35] and the deficit in first row Cabibbo

Kobayashi Maskawa (CKM) unitarity [36–46], known as

the Cabibbo Angle Anomaly (CAA), can be interpreted

as signs of LFU violation.

Interestingly, not only the CAA can be explained by a

constructive NP contribution to the SM µ ! e⌫µ⌫̄e am-

plitude, but also the analogous tau decays ⌧ ! µ⌫⌧ ⌫̄µ
prefer a constructive NP e↵ect at the 2� level [47]. Such

an e↵ect can be most naturally generated at tree level,

as loop e↵ects are strongly constrained by LEP and LHC

data. Furthermore, as data require NP to interfere con-

structively with the SM, there are only four possible NP

candidates
1
: vectorlike leptons [41], a left-handed vector

SU(2)L triplet [48], a left-handed Z 0
with flavour violat-

ing couplings [49], and a singly charged SU(2)L singlet

scalar. Interestingly, the last option even gives a neces-

⇤
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1
Also a SU(2)L triplet scalar gives rise to a SM-like amplitude

but interferes destructively.

sarily constructive e↵ect and, due to Hermiticity of the

Lagrangian, automatically violates lepton flavour (uni-

versality). Furthermore, as a singly charged scalar can-

not couple to quarks and only generates charged lepton

flavour violation at the loop level, it is weakly constrained

experimentally by other processes and can therefore po-

tentially explain the CAA and the hints for LFU violation

in ⌧ decays. This letter is thus dedicated to the study of

the phenomenology of the singly charged SU(2)L singlet

scalar in the light of the hints for LFU violation.

Singly charged scalars have been proposed within the

Babu-Zee model [50, 51] and studied in Refs. [52–62] as

part of a larger NP spectrum, mostly with the aim of gen-

erating neutrino masses at loop level. Here, we focus on

the SM supplemented only by the singly charged scalar

(which constitutes a UV complete model) and perform a

comprehensive analysis of flavour and collider constraints

in the context of the existing hints for LFU violation.

II. MODEL AND OBSERVABLES

As motivated in the Introduction, we supplement the

SM by a SU(2)L ⇥ SU(3)C singlet �+
with hypercharge

+1. Interestingly, this allows only for Yukawa-type in-

teractions with leptons

L = LSM �
�
�ij/2 L̄

c
a,i "ab Lb,j �

+
+ h.c.

�
, (1)

but not with quarks. Here L is the left-handed SU(2)L

lepton doublet, c stands for charge conjugation, a and

b are SU(2)L indices, i and j are flavour indices and

"ab is the two-dimensional antisymmetric tensor. Note

that without loss of generality, �ij can be chosen to be

antisymmetric in flavour space, �ji = ��ij , such that

�ii = 0 and our free parameters are �12, �13, and �23.
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In addition, there can be a coupling to the SM Higgs

doublet �H†H�+��
, which contributes to the mass m�

but otherwise only has a significant impact on h ! ��.

A. ` ! `0⌫⌫

The SM decay of a charged lepton into a lighter one

and a pair of neutrinos is modified at tree level in our

model. Applying Fierz identities (see, e.g., Ref. [63]) one

can remove the charge conjugation and transform the

amplitude to the V �A structure of the corresponding SM

amplitude. Taking only into account interfering e↵ects

with the SM we have

�(`i ! `j⌫⌫) =
ANP (`i ! `j⌫i⌫̄j)

ASM (`i ! `j⌫i⌫̄j)
=

���2
ij

��

g22

m2
W

m2
�

. (2)

This has to be compared to [47]

A(⌧ ! µ⌫⌫̄)

A(µ ! e⌫⌫̄)

����
EXP

= 1.0029(14),

A(⌧ ! µ⌫⌫̄)

A(⌧ ! e⌫⌫̄)

����
EXP

= 1.0018(14),

A(⌧ ! e⌫⌫̄)

A(µ ! e⌫⌫̄)

����
EXP

= 1.0010(14),

(3)

with the correlations also given in Ref. [47].

Furthermore, the e↵ect in A(µ ! e ⌫µ⌫e) leads to a

modification of the Fermi constant, which enters not only

the electroweak (EW) precision observables, but also the

determination of Vud from beta decays. Superallowed

beta decays provide the most precise determination of

Vud, leading to [46]
2

V �
us = 0.2280(6) . (4)

This value of V �
us can now be compared to Vus from

kaon [67] and tau decays [47]

V Kµ3
us = 0.22345(67) , V Ke3

us = 0.22320(61) ,

V Kµ2
us = 0.22534(42) , V ⌧

us = 0.2195(19) ,
(5)

which are significantly lower. This is what constitutes

the CAA. The tension can be alleviated by the NP e↵ect

given by

V �
us ⌘

q
1�(V �

ud)
2
�|Vub|2

' V L
us

"
1 +

✓
V L
ud

V L
us

◆2

�(µ ! e⌫⌫)

#
. (6)

2
Alternative determinations can be found in Refs. [45, 64]. In

addition, there is the possibility of “new nuclear corrections”

(NNCs) [65, 66]. However, as this issue is debated, we will not

consider them here for the sake of argument (i.e., pointing out

the potential NP implications).

where V L
us(ud) is the value appearing in the CKM ma-

trix. As GF enters also the calculation of the EW gauge

boson masses and Z pole observables, a global fit is nec-

essary. Adding the determinations of the CKM elements

to the standard EW observables (see, e.g., Ref. [68] for

details on our input and implementation) calculated by

HEPfit [69], we find

�(µ ! e⌫⌫) = 0.00065(15) . (7)

B. ` ! `0�

The singly charged scalar generates ` ! `0� (see

Fig. 1). Using the results of Ref. [70] we obtain

Br[µ ! e�] =
m3

µ

4⇡�µ

�
|ceµL |2 + |ceµR |2

�
, (8)

with �µ being the total width of the muon, and

ceµL =
e�⇤

13 �23

384⇡2

me

m2
�

, ceµR =
e�⇤

13 �23

384⇡2

mµ

m2
�

. (9)

In what follows we will neglect the mass of the electron

and thus ceµL . Similarly, the expressions for ⌧ ! µ(e)�
can be obtained by a straightforward exchange of indices.

The current experimental limits at 90% C.L. are as fol-

lows [71–73]:

Br[µ ! e�]  4.2⇥ 10
�13 ,

Br[⌧ ! µ�]  4.4⇥ 10
�8 ,

Br[⌧ ! e�]  3.3⇥ 10
�8 .

Note that, in principle, also contributions to anoma-

lous magnetic moments of charged leptons are generated.

However, since the e↵ect in our model is not chiral en-

hanced, the e↵ect is numerically small and can be safely

neglected. Interestingly, note that the �±
interactions do

not generate electric dipole moments (EDMs) (disregard-

ing very small quark and neutrino e↵ects already present

in the SM) and therefore automatically agree with the

latest very stringent bound on the electron EDM from

measurements of Rb atoms [74].

C. ` ! `0`0(0)`0(0)

The singly charged scalar contributes to three-body de-

cays to charged leptons at loop level. Here the dominant

contribution for sizable couplings � is the box diagram

shown in Fig. 1. For concreteness, we give the results

for ⌧ ! 3e and ⌧ ! µee, while the other decays can

be obtained by an appropriate exchange of the flavour

Crivellin et al, PRD 103 (2021) 7, 073002
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FIG. 4. Preferred regions at the 1� level in the �(⌧ ! µ⌫⌫)–�(µ ! e⌫⌫) plane together with the predictions for ⌧ ! e�
(magenta), ⌧ ! eµµ (black) and |�2

12|/m2
� (blue) which can be constrained from monophoton searches at future e+e� colliders.

LEP bounds discussed above, future e+e� colliders like

the International Linear Collider (ILC) [92], the Com-

pact Linear Collider (CLIC) [93], the Circular Electron

Positron Collider (CEPC) [94] or the FCC-ee [95] could

test the predicted monophoton signature. In particular,

the ILC can improve the bound on the Wilson coe�cient

by a factor of 50 [96], CEPC by a factor 40 [97] and even

bigger improvements could be expected at CLIC and at

FCC-ee, for which a dedicated study is strongly moti-

vated.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The intriguing hints for LFU violation acquired within

recent years provide a very promising avenue to search

for physics beyond the SM. In this context we stud-

ied the phenomenology of the singly charged SU(2)L

singlet scalar which can naturally account for ⌧ !
µ⌫⌫/⌧(µ) ! e⌫⌫ and the CAA: the singly charged scalar

has only three free couplings (due to Hemiticity of the

Lagrangian), necessarily violates lepton flavour and can

lead to lepton flavour universality violation if the three

couplings are not equal, and leads to a positive definite

e↵ect in ` ! `0⌫⌫ as preferred by data. Furthermore, the

absence of a (pure) NP contribution to the otherwise so

stringently constraining electron EDM is guaranteed.

Recasting ATLAS searches for right-handed sleptons

we derive a novel coupling independent limit of m� ⇡
200GeV. In the region preferred by LFU violation in tau

decays and the CAA, �13 ⇡ 0 is required by µ ! e�,
leading to an LHC bound of m� ⇡ 300GeV. Con-

cerning lepton flavour violation, we predicted Br[⌧ !
e�] to be of order of a few times 10

�11
and Br[⌧ !

eµµ] ⇡ 10
�10m2

�/(5TeV)
2
. Therefore, our model can

be tested not only by future experiments searching for

these LFV decays, but also via direct searches at the

High-Luminosity (High-Energy) LHC and FCC-hh and

by monophoton searches at future e+e� colliders. In par-

ticular, the FCC-hh could improve the bound on m� and

push the predicted value for Br[⌧ ! eµµ] towards the re-
gion observable by BELLE II and FCC-ee, providing a

prime example of complementarity between low energy

precision experiments and direct searches for NP.
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Notice that ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ is enhanced by f2
⇡/(mu+md)2 but the cross section of the ⌫⌧ interaction

on the nuclei via the new G⌫µ does not enjoy such as enhancement. Moreover, since there is a large

background for the (µ+jets) signal from the CC interaction of ⌫µ, we do not need to worry about

the impact of G⌫µ on the detection.

In sect. V, we shall study the bounds from FASER⌫ on Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ). This scenario could

lead to the tau production at the NOMAD detector, too. However, at NOMAD the energies of

neutrinos from the pion decay are around 20 GeV so the momentum of the jets recoiling against the

produced ⌧ would be too low to survive the cuts applied by the NOMAD collaboration to identify

the ⌧ production [29]. At NOMAD, the neutrino flux with energies higher than 50 GeV was also

produced but the production was dominated by the Kaon decay rather than the pion decay. As

a result, the exotic decay K+ ! µ+⌫⌧ can already strongly be constrained by NOMAD. We have

therefore focused only on the exotic pion decay in this paper.

B. A model for ⇡+ ! ⌫̄⌧µ+ with a connection to observed anomalies in ⌧ decay

Ref. [20] proposes a model to address the 2� discrepancy between the observation and the SM

prediction in the ⌧ ! µ⌫⌧ ⌫̄µ mode [30]. The model is based on the introduction of a new charged

singlet �+ heavier than 300 GeV and with an interaction of form

L = ��23

2
La,µ✏abLb⌧�

+ +H.c = ��23

2
(⌫Tµ c⌧L � µT

Lc⌫⌧ )�
+ +H.c (6)

From Br(⌧ ! µ⌫⌫)/Br(⌧(µ) ! e⌫⌫), Ref. [20] finds

0.052
m�+

300 GeV
< �23 < 0.148

m�+

300 GeV
. (7)

The �23 coupling can also give rise to (g � 2)µ but considering the upper bound on �23 shown in

Eq. (7), the contribution will be too small to account for the observed deviation from the standard

model prediction [23, 24].

TABLE II. The U(1) charges of the fields. The rest of the fields, including uR and the Higgs are neutral

under U(1).

charges �1 �+ L⌧ , ⌧R Lµ, µR Q dR

U(1) 1 1 �1/2� ↵ �1/2 + ↵ � � � 1
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With this e↵ective Lagrangian, a new decay mode ⇡+ ! ⌫̄⌧µ+ will open with a rate given by Eq.
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which is again enhanced by m2
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than that of the two body decay ⌧� ! ⌫⌧⇡�. The enhancement is due to the spin 1 ⇢ resonance

from the vectorial part of the charged current, ⌧� ! ⌫⌧⇢� ! ⌫⌧⇡0⇡� [31, 32]. In our model,

since the mediator (�+) has zero spin, no ⇢ resonance occurs so we expect ⌧� ! ⌫̄µ⇡0⇡� to be

suppressed. Via the G⌫̄µ interaction, ⌫µ can produce ⌧ in the detector, too, but the cross section

will be suppressed by ⇠ G2
⌫̄µ/(8G

2
F ) ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�6 relative to the SM CC interaction of ⌫µ. This

means the number of ⌧ events produced during the run III of the LHC by the ⌫µ flux will be as

small as O(0.01) and therefore negligible. Similarly, the bound on the ⌧ production at NOMAD

[29] can be avoided.

In this model, �+ and �� can be pair produced at the HL-LHC by electromagnetic interactions.

They will then decay as �+ ! µ+⌫ and �+ ! ⌧+⌫ so the signals will be excess in the µ+µ� +
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Notice that ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ is enhanced by f2
⇡/(mu+md)2 but the cross section of the ⌫⌧ interaction

on the nuclei via the new G⌫µ does not enjoy such as enhancement. Moreover, since there is a large

background for the (µ+jets) signal from the CC interaction of ⌫µ, we do not need to worry about

the impact of G⌫µ on the detection.

In sect. V, we shall study the bounds from FASER⌫ on Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ). This scenario could

lead to the tau production at the NOMAD detector, too. However, at NOMAD the energies of

neutrinos from the pion decay are around 20 GeV so the momentum of the jets recoiling against the

produced ⌧ would be too low to survive the cuts applied by the NOMAD collaboration to identify

the ⌧ production [29]. At NOMAD, the neutrino flux with energies higher than 50 GeV was also

produced but the production was dominated by the Kaon decay rather than the pion decay. As

a result, the exotic decay K+ ! µ+⌫⌧ can already strongly be constrained by NOMAD. We have

therefore focused only on the exotic pion decay in this paper.

B. A model for ⇡+ ! ⌫̄⌧µ+ with a connection to observed anomalies in ⌧ decay

Ref. [20] proposes a model to address the 2� discrepancy between the observation and the SM

prediction in the ⌧ ! µ⌫⌧ ⌫̄µ mode [30]. The model is based on the introduction of a new charged

singlet �+ heavier than 300 GeV and with an interaction of form
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2
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The �23 coupling can also give rise to (g � 2)µ but considering the upper bound on �23 shown in

Eq. (7), the contribution will be too small to account for the observed deviation from the standard

model prediction [23, 24].
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missing energy, ⌧+⌧�+missing energy, ⌧�µ++missing energy and ⌧+µ�+missing energy signals.

The �1 pairs can also be produced at the LHC, decaying into jets as described in the previous

subsection.

C. Non-standard ⌧ production at the detector

In this section, we introduce a variation of the model introduced in sect. II A with the di↵erence

that �2 couples to ⌧R instead of µR as follows

�e⌧̄R�
†
2Le + �µ⌧̄R�

†
2Lµ. (11)

If �e and �µ are both nonzero, they can contribute to µ ! e� at one loop which is severely

constrained by the experimental bounds. As a result, we assume that only one of �e and �µ

is nonzero. This pattern can be explained by the U2(1) symmetry. For example, if we assign

U2(1) charges to �2 and leptons as shown in Table III, we can simultaneously explain nonzero �e,

vanishing �µ and the smallness of the electron mass.

TABLE III. The U2(1) charges of the fields. The rest of the fields, including the second generation leptons,

�1, quarks and the Higgs are neutral under U2(1).

charges �2 L⌧ , ⌧R Le eR, H, quarks, Lµ, µR, �1

U2(1) 1 b 1+b 0

Like the model in sect. II A, we allow only the charged components to mix with each other. As

a result, the severely constrained decay modes ⌧� ! e�⇡0 or ⌧� ! µ�⇡0 cannot be obtained at

the tree level. However, we obtain

Ge(⌧̄R⌫e)(ūLdR) or Gµ(⌧̄R⌫µ)(ūLdR) (12)

where Ge = �d�e�12v2/(2m2
�+
1
m2

�+
2
) and Gµ = �d�µ�12v2/(2m2

�+
1
m2

�+
2
). These e↵ective couplings

respectively lead to ⌧� ! ⇡� + ⌫e and ⌧� ! ⇡� + ⌫µ. Similarly to sect. II A and the case of

G⌫̄µ in Eq. (10), the uncertainty on ⌧+ ! ⇡+⌫ gives the constraint Ge(µ) < 5 ⇥ 10�7 GeV�2.4

Saturating this constraint, we shall have �(⌫e(µ) + nucleus ! ⌧ +X)/�(⌫µ + nucleus ! µ+X) ⇠

4
Notice that the bound that we have found on Ge from ⌧

+ ! ⇡
+
⌫e is much stronger than the bound in [16]. To

derive this bound we have equated Br(⌧
+ ! ⇡

+
⌫e) with the experimental uncertainty in Br(⌧

+ ! ⇡
+
+ ⌫) which

is 5⇥ 10
�4

.
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(Ge(µ)/4GF )2 ⇠ 10�4. In this model, regardless of the origin of the neutrinos (whether they come

from the pion or Kaon decays), the electron or muon neutrinos with energies su�ciently larger than

the tau mass can lead to the production of ⌧ . As a result, the NOMAD experiment can constrain

Ge and Gµ (cf. the model in sect IIA which avoids the NOMAD constraints as explained.) The

number of the ⌫µ charged current events with an energy larger than 25 GeV observed at NOMAD

was above 2⇥ 105 which is one order of magnitude larger than the anticipated number at FASER⌫

during run III. The bound from NOMAD on Gµ would therefore be of order of 5 ⇥ 10�8 GeV�2

which is even stronger than the bound from ⌧+ ! ⇡+⌫µ. Such a strong bound on Gµ makes

observing a deviation from the SM prediction at FASER⌫ hopeless so we shall not study the e↵ects

of Gµ at FASER⌫ any further. On the other hand, the number of the ⌫e events at NOMAD and

FASER⌫ are comparable so the bound on Ge may be improved by FASER⌫. In sect IID, we will

quantify the bound from NOMAD on Ge. We shall study the bound that FASER⌫ and its upgrades

can set on �(⌫e + nucleus ! ⌧ +X) in sect. VI.

D. Connection to the Charged Current Non-Standard Interaction formalism

There is a rich literature studying the Non-Standard Interaction (NSI) on neutrino oscillation

experiments [33]. The e↵ects of Charged Current NSI are often analyzed by introducing eigenstates

of source and detector as follows

|⌫s↵i = |⌫↵i+
X

�2{e,µ,⌧}

✏s↵� |⌫�i (13)

and

h⌫d↵| = h⌫↵|+
X

�2{e,µ,⌧}

✏d�↵h⌫� | (14)

where |⌫s↵i is the eigenstate produced in the source along with the charged lepton of flavor ↵ and

|⌫d↵i is the eigenstate which can produce the charged lepton of flavor ↵ in the detector. Within

the SM, |⌫s↵i = |⌫d↵i = |⌫↵i. However, non-standard interaction can in principle induce nonzero

✏s↵� and ✏d↵� . In recent years, a class of models have been developed based on a new light neutral

U(1) gauge boson coupled to neutrinos and matter fields that induces a sizable neutral current

NSI [34]. In case of CC NSI, the mediator has to be a charged particle so its mass must be

heavier than a few 100 GeV to avoid direct production at the LEP and/or at the LHC. Since the

relevant e↵ective four-Fermi coupling is given by inverse of the square of the mediator mass, a
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in terms of CC NSI
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strong lower bound on the mediator mass generally means small CC NSI. With this consideration,

not many models are proposed to underly the CC NSI, despite the extensive e↵orts to study their

phenomenological impact on the neutrino experiments. Indeed, G⌫µ obtained in Eq. (5) is quite

suppressed G⌫µ ⌧ GF . Despite the smallness of G⌫µ, thanks to the m⇡/(mu +md) enhancement

in the amplitude of ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ relative to that of the standard ⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ, Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) can

be still relatively large. Within the model introduced in sect. II A, |⌫sµi can be written as

|⌫sµi =
M1|⌫µi+M2|⌫⌧ ip

|M1|2 + |M2|2
' |⌫µi+M2/M1|⌫⌧ i, (15)

where M1 and M2 are respectively the amplitudes of ⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ and ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ . Thus, in the

model introduced in sect. II A,

✏sµ⌧ =
M2

M1
.

We can therefore write |✏sµ⌧ |2 = |M2|2/|M1|2 ' Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ). In this model, ✏dµ⌧ ⌧ 1. If the

baseline of the experiment is short such that �m2
atmL/E⌫ ⌧ 1, the number of the µ events and the

excess of the ⌧ events in the detector will respectively be given by Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ)�SM (⌫µ ! µ)

and Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ )�SM (⌫⌧ ! ⌧). Thus, it is valid to analyze the FASER⌫ results as well as

the DUNE near detector data in terms of Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) rather than studying the evolution

of the coherent state in Eq. (15). However, for the long baseline experiments, it is necessary to

study the evolution of the full coherent state in Eq. (15); otherwise, we will miss the e↵ect of

the interference terms given by 2Re[UµiU⇤
µiU

⇤
µjU⌧j(✏sµ⌧ )

⇤ei(m
2
i�m2

j )L/(2E⌫)] in case of the µ detection

and 2Re[U⌧ iU⇤
µiU

⇤
⌧jU⌧j(✏sµ⌧ )

⇤ei(m
2
i�m2

j )L/(2E⌫)] in case of the ⌧ detection. Notice that both these

interference terms are linear in ✏sµ⌧ and therefore dominate over the e↵ect of Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) =

|✏sµ⌧ |2.

In case of ⌫e(µ) + nucleus ! ⌧ + X within the model introduced in sect. II C, we should pay

attention that the chirality of ⌧ produced via the new coupling is opposite to that produced by ⌫⌧

in the SM. As a result, the interference term will be suppressed by m⌧/E⌫ and we cannot therefore

simply equate ✏de(µ)⌧ withM(⌫e(µ)+nucleus ! ⌧+X)/M(⌫⌧+nucleus ! ⌧+X). In fact, the helicity

of the final ⌧ has to be considered, too. For short baseline experiment such as FASER⌫ or NOMAD

for which �m2
atmL/(2E⌫) ⌧ 1, such interference is not relevant and we can use the bounds on ✏de(µ)⌧

and on [�(⌫e(µ)+nucleus ! ⌧+X)/�(⌫⌧+nucleus ! ⌧+X)]1/2 ' Ge(µ)/(
p
96GF ), interchangeably.

As discussed in Sect II C, the NOMAD experiment can constrain this model. From the NOMAD

data, Ref. [35] finds ✏de⌧ < 0.087 which implies �(⌫e(µ) + nucleus ! ⌧ + X)/�(⌫⌧ + nucleus !

⌧ + nucleus) < 0.0075 and Ge(µ)/GF < 0.85 which is readily satisfied in the model described in
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strong lower bound on the mediator mass generally means small CC NSI. With this consideration,
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.
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to draw the ⌧ + ⌧̄ spectrum (i.e., F⌫⌧ , F⌫̄⌧ F⇡
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and F⇡
⌫̄µ
) are described in the last paragraph of sect. IV.

where F ⇡
⌫µ(E⌫) and F ⇡

⌫̄µ(E⌫) are the spectra of neutrinos from the pion decay (rather than the

whole flux from pion and Kaon decay).

Let us now discuss the spectrum of the tau produced by lepton number and lepton flavor

violating pion decay mode caused by the e↵ective coupling G⌫̄µ introduced in Eq. (9) of section

IIC. The signal from ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ and ⇡� ! µ�⌫⌧ will have a form given by Eq (23), swapping

F⌫µ and F⌫̄µ :
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. (24)

Finally the ⌧ spectrum within the standard model will have the form
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From Eqs. (18,19,21,22), we observe that the cross sections of all the processes are suppressed

by x for small values of x. As a result, the main contribution to the cross section comes from

x ⇠ few ⇥ 10�2 � 1. Thus, Q2 = �t = 2(E⌫ � E⌧ )xmN ⇠ 100 GeV2.

The normalized spectra of ⌧ + ⌧̄ from each scenario are shown in Fig. 1. To draw the curves,

we have averaged the scattering cross section over the protons and neutrons composing Tungsten

nucleus. As seen from the figure, the background from SM is significantly harder than new physics.
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From Eqs. (18,19,21,22), we observe that the cross sections of all the processes are suppressed

by x for small values of x. As a result, the main contribution to the cross section comes from

x ⇠ few ⇥ 10�2 � 1. Thus, Q2 = �t = 2(E⌫ � E⌧ )xmN ⇠ 100 GeV2.

The normalized spectra of ⌧ + ⌧̄ from each scenario are shown in Fig. 1. To draw the curves,

we have averaged the scattering cross section over the protons and neutrons composing Tungsten

nucleus. As seen from the figure, the background from SM is significantly harder than new physics.
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This is mostly due to the fact that the background comes from F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) which are harder

than the spectra of other neutrino flavors; cf., Eq. (25) with Eqs. (20,23,24). The spectrum of

background is quite distinct from S⌫µ and S⌫̄µ so as we shall see in the next section, using the

information on spectra will considerably boost the sensitivity to the new physics. However, the

spectra S⌫µ and S⌫̄µ are very close to each other and cannot be distinguished. This is due to the

fact that F ⇡
⌫µ and F ⇡

⌫̄µ are almost equal to each other; see Eqs (23,24). If an excess of ⌧ + ⌧̄ is

discovered, it will not be possible to distinguish if it comes from the lepton number conserving

⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ process or from the lepton number violating ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ process at FASER⌫ by

studying the energy spectrum of the events. One suggestion is to attune Q1-3 quadrapole and D1

dipole (located close to the interaction point) such that the transverse distribution of neutrinos

emitted from ⇡+ and ⇡� decays can be distinguished from one another.

The uncertainties in the predictions of the fluxes of ⌫µ, ⌫̄µ, ⌫e and ⌫̄e are relatively small but the

predictions for ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ su↵er from large uncertainties. Ref. [7] shows that the di↵erent simulators

predict the ⌫⌧ flux which can di↵er from each other by more than 100 %. To draw the background

⌧ + ⌧̄ spectrum, we have used F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) from a simulator whose prediction is close to the

median of the predictions of other simulators and is therefore recommended by Ref. [7]. More

details are described in the end of sect. IV. We shall show in sect. V that the number of events

from new physics at FASER⌫ will be too low to reconstruct the spectra but, at FASER⌫2 with

about 400 times more statistics, reconstructing the spectra of the events from new physics may

become possible. By then, more dedicated simulations can reduce uncertainties in the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧

flux predictions. Moreover, as we discuss in the next section, the data from FASER⌫ during the

run III of the LHC can itself determine which simulator for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ fluxes is valid. Thus,

before the start of high luminosity run of the LHC and FASER⌫2 data taking, the uncertainty in

the standard model prediction for F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) can be significantly reduced.

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF FASER⌫, SND@LHC AND FASER⌫2

The FASER⌫ and SND@LHC detectors are respectively located in the side tunnels TI12 and

TI18, 480 m downstream the ATLAS Interaction Point (IP). FASER⌫ is composed of 1000 emul-

sion layers interleaved with 1 mm tungsten plates [5]. The e↵ective masses of FASER⌫ [5] and

SND@LHC [6] are respectively 1.2 ton and 800 kg and their sizes are 25 cm⇥ 25 cm⇥ 1.3 m and

41.6 cm⇥38.7 cm⇥32 cm, respectively. Both detectors boast having excellent spatial and angular
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent

simulators [7]. The relative �2 minimized over normalization uncertainty of 15 % is shown in the last

column, assuming Pythia8 (Hard) as the true model.

Simulator
bin limits in GeV

�2
rel

< 50 50� 100 100� 500 500� 1000 1000 <

Pythia8 (Hard) 0.9 1.8 8.1 9.7 4.8 0.0

DPMJET 3.2017 1.5 3.1 16.2 23.3 14.5 43.7

SIBYLL 2.3c 0.7 1.1 3.7 3.1 0.7 9.6

will be too small to justify binning the data so we shall only analyze the total number of predicted

⌧ events for the run III in studying the sensitivity for new physics. Of course without binning the

data, the tau energy measurement will not be relevant.

As is well-known, the predictions of di↵erent simulators for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ spectra at the forward

experiments are significantly di↵erent. The prediction of simulator, J for the number of ⌧ events

at the ith bin can be written as

BJ
i = ✏⌧NW

R Ei
max

Ei
min

R
m⌧

R
E⌧

h
F J
⌫⌧ (E⌫)

d�CC
dE⌧

(⌫⌧ + nucleus ! ⌧ +X) +

F J
⌫̄⌧ (E⌫)

d�CC
dE⌧

(⌫̄⌧ + nucleus ! ⌧+ +X)
i
f(E0

⌧ , E⌧ )dE⌫dE⌧dE0
⌧ , (26)

where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :

�2
rel =

X

i


[(1 + f)Btrue

i �NJ
i ]

2

Btrue
i

+
f2

�2
⌘

�
. (27)

In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent
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where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection
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⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with
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max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.
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defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :
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In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be

No of W nuclei
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent
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where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.
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In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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This is mostly due to the fact that the background comes from F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) which are harder

than the spectra of other neutrino flavors; cf., Eq. (25) with Eqs. (20,23,24). The spectrum of

background is quite distinct from S⌫µ and S⌫̄µ so as we shall see in the next section, using the

information on spectra will considerably boost the sensitivity to the new physics. However, the

spectra S⌫µ and S⌫̄µ are very close to each other and cannot be distinguished. This is due to the

fact that F ⇡
⌫µ and F ⇡

⌫̄µ are almost equal to each other; see Eqs (23,24). If an excess of ⌧ + ⌧̄ is

discovered, it will not be possible to distinguish if it comes from the lepton number conserving

⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ process or from the lepton number violating ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ process at FASER⌫ by

studying the energy spectrum of the events. One suggestion is to attune Q1-3 quadrapole and D1

dipole (located close to the interaction point) such that the transverse distribution of neutrinos

emitted from ⇡+ and ⇡� decays can be distinguished from one another.

The uncertainties in the predictions of the fluxes of ⌫µ, ⌫̄µ, ⌫e and ⌫̄e are relatively small but the

predictions for ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ su↵er from large uncertainties. Ref. [7] shows that the di↵erent simulators

predict the ⌫⌧ flux which can di↵er from each other by more than 100 %. To draw the background

⌧ + ⌧̄ spectrum, we have used F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) from a simulator whose prediction is close to the

median of the predictions of other simulators and is therefore recommended by Ref. [7]. More

details are described in the end of sect. IV. We shall show in sect. V that the number of events

from new physics at FASER⌫ will be too low to reconstruct the spectra but, at FASER⌫2 with

about 400 times more statistics, reconstructing the spectra of the events from new physics may

become possible. By then, more dedicated simulations can reduce uncertainties in the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧

flux predictions. Moreover, as we discuss in the next section, the data from FASER⌫ during the

run III of the LHC can itself determine which simulator for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ fluxes is valid. Thus,

before the start of high luminosity run of the LHC and FASER⌫2 data taking, the uncertainty in

the standard model prediction for F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) can be significantly reduced.

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF FASER⌫, SND@LHC AND FASER⌫2

The FASER⌫ and SND@LHC detectors are respectively located in the side tunnels TI12 and

TI18, 480 m downstream the ATLAS Interaction Point (IP). FASER⌫ is composed of 1000 emul-

sion layers interleaved with 1 mm tungsten plates [5]. The e↵ective masses of FASER⌫ [5] and

SND@LHC [6] are respectively 1.2 ton and 800 kg and their sizes are 25 cm⇥ 25 cm⇥ 1.3 m and

41.6 cm⇥38.7 cm⇥32 cm, respectively. Both detectors boast having excellent spatial and angular
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent

simulators [7]. The relative �2 minimized over normalization uncertainty of 15 % is shown in the last

column, assuming Pythia8 (Hard) as the true model.
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will be too small to justify binning the data so we shall only analyze the total number of predicted

⌧ events for the run III in studying the sensitivity for new physics. Of course without binning the

data, the tau energy measurement will not be relevant.

As is well-known, the predictions of di↵erent simulators for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ spectra at the forward

experiments are significantly di↵erent. The prediction of simulator, J for the number of ⌧ events

at the ith bin can be written as
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where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :
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In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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min, E
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tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.
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In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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In computing �2
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i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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This is mostly due to the fact that the background comes from F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) which are harder

than the spectra of other neutrino flavors; cf., Eq. (25) with Eqs. (20,23,24). The spectrum of

background is quite distinct from S⌫µ and S⌫̄µ so as we shall see in the next section, using the

information on spectra will considerably boost the sensitivity to the new physics. However, the

spectra S⌫µ and S⌫̄µ are very close to each other and cannot be distinguished. This is due to the

fact that F ⇡
⌫µ and F ⇡

⌫̄µ are almost equal to each other; see Eqs (23,24). If an excess of ⌧ + ⌧̄ is

discovered, it will not be possible to distinguish if it comes from the lepton number conserving

⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ process or from the lepton number violating ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ process at FASER⌫ by

studying the energy spectrum of the events. One suggestion is to attune Q1-3 quadrapole and D1

dipole (located close to the interaction point) such that the transverse distribution of neutrinos

emitted from ⇡+ and ⇡� decays can be distinguished from one another.

The uncertainties in the predictions of the fluxes of ⌫µ, ⌫̄µ, ⌫e and ⌫̄e are relatively small but the

predictions for ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ su↵er from large uncertainties. Ref. [7] shows that the di↵erent simulators

predict the ⌫⌧ flux which can di↵er from each other by more than 100 %. To draw the background

⌧ + ⌧̄ spectrum, we have used F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) from a simulator whose prediction is close to the

median of the predictions of other simulators and is therefore recommended by Ref. [7]. More

details are described in the end of sect. IV. We shall show in sect. V that the number of events

from new physics at FASER⌫ will be too low to reconstruct the spectra but, at FASER⌫2 with

about 400 times more statistics, reconstructing the spectra of the events from new physics may

become possible. By then, more dedicated simulations can reduce uncertainties in the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧

flux predictions. Moreover, as we discuss in the next section, the data from FASER⌫ during the

run III of the LHC can itself determine which simulator for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ fluxes is valid. Thus,

before the start of high luminosity run of the LHC and FASER⌫2 data taking, the uncertainty in

the standard model prediction for F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) can be significantly reduced.

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF FASER⌫, SND@LHC AND FASER⌫2

The FASER⌫ and SND@LHC detectors are respectively located in the side tunnels TI12 and

TI18, 480 m downstream the ATLAS Interaction Point (IP). FASER⌫ is composed of 1000 emul-

sion layers interleaved with 1 mm tungsten plates [5]. The e↵ective masses of FASER⌫ [5] and

SND@LHC [6] are respectively 1.2 ton and 800 kg and their sizes are 25 cm⇥ 25 cm⇥ 1.3 m and

41.6 cm⇥38.7 cm⇥32 cm, respectively. Both detectors boast having excellent spatial and angular
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent

simulators [7]. The relative �2 minimized over normalization uncertainty of 15 % is shown in the last

column, assuming Pythia8 (Hard) as the true model.

Simulator
bin limits in GeV

�2
rel

< 50 50� 100 100� 500 500� 1000 1000 <

Pythia8 (Hard) 0.9 1.8 8.1 9.7 4.8 0.0

DPMJET 3.2017 1.5 3.1 16.2 23.3 14.5 43.7

SIBYLL 2.3c 0.7 1.1 3.7 3.1 0.7 9.6

will be too small to justify binning the data so we shall only analyze the total number of predicted

⌧ events for the run III in studying the sensitivity for new physics. Of course without binning the

data, the tau energy measurement will not be relevant.

As is well-known, the predictions of di↵erent simulators for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ spectra at the forward

experiments are significantly di↵erent. The prediction of simulator, J for the number of ⌧ events

at the ith bin can be written as

BJ
i = ✏⌧NW

R Ei
max

Ei
min

R
m⌧

R
E⌧

h
F J
⌫⌧ (E⌫)

d�CC
dE⌧

(⌫⌧ + nucleus ! ⌧ +X) +

F J
⌫̄⌧ (E⌫)

d�CC
dE⌧

(⌫̄⌧ + nucleus ! ⌧+ +X)
i
f(E0

⌧ , E⌧ )dE⌫dE⌧dE0
⌧ , (26)

where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :

�2
rel =

X

i


[(1 + f)Btrue

i �NJ
i ]

2

Btrue
i

+
f2

�2
⌘

�
. (27)

In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent
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⌧ events for the run III in studying the sensitivity for new physics. Of course without binning the

data, the tau energy measurement will not be relevant.
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where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :
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rel =
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In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent

simulators [7]. The relative �2 minimized over normalization uncertainty of 15 % is shown in the last
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will be too small to justify binning the data so we shall only analyze the total number of predicted

⌧ events for the run III in studying the sensitivity for new physics. Of course without binning the

data, the tau energy measurement will not be relevant.

As is well-known, the predictions of di↵erent simulators for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ spectra at the forward

experiments are significantly di↵erent. The prediction of simulator, J for the number of ⌧ events
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where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :
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rel =
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In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent

simulators [7]. The relative �2 minimized over normalization uncertainty of 15 % is shown in the last

column, assuming Pythia8 (Hard) as the true model.
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will be too small to justify binning the data so we shall only analyze the total number of predicted

⌧ events for the run III in studying the sensitivity for new physics. Of course without binning the

data, the tau energy measurement will not be relevant.

As is well-known, the predictions of di↵erent simulators for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ spectra at the forward

experiments are significantly di↵erent. The prediction of simulator, J for the number of ⌧ events
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where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :
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In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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will be too small to justify binning the data so we shall only analyze the total number of predicted

⌧ events for the run III in studying the sensitivity for new physics. Of course without binning the

data, the tau energy measurement will not be relevant.

As is well-known, the predictions of di↵erent simulators for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ spectra at the forward

experiments are significantly di↵erent. The prediction of simulator, J for the number of ⌧ events
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where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :
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In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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This is mostly due to the fact that the background comes from F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) which are harder

than the spectra of other neutrino flavors; cf., Eq. (25) with Eqs. (20,23,24). The spectrum of

background is quite distinct from S⌫µ and S⌫̄µ so as we shall see in the next section, using the

information on spectra will considerably boost the sensitivity to the new physics. However, the

spectra S⌫µ and S⌫̄µ are very close to each other and cannot be distinguished. This is due to the

fact that F ⇡
⌫µ and F ⇡

⌫̄µ are almost equal to each other; see Eqs (23,24). If an excess of ⌧ + ⌧̄ is

discovered, it will not be possible to distinguish if it comes from the lepton number conserving

⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ process or from the lepton number violating ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ process at FASER⌫ by

studying the energy spectrum of the events. One suggestion is to attune Q1-3 quadrapole and D1

dipole (located close to the interaction point) such that the transverse distribution of neutrinos

emitted from ⇡+ and ⇡� decays can be distinguished from one another.

The uncertainties in the predictions of the fluxes of ⌫µ, ⌫̄µ, ⌫e and ⌫̄e are relatively small but the

predictions for ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ su↵er from large uncertainties. Ref. [7] shows that the di↵erent simulators

predict the ⌫⌧ flux which can di↵er from each other by more than 100 %. To draw the background

⌧ + ⌧̄ spectrum, we have used F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) from a simulator whose prediction is close to the

median of the predictions of other simulators and is therefore recommended by Ref. [7]. More

details are described in the end of sect. IV. We shall show in sect. V that the number of events

from new physics at FASER⌫ will be too low to reconstruct the spectra but, at FASER⌫2 with

about 400 times more statistics, reconstructing the spectra of the events from new physics may

become possible. By then, more dedicated simulations can reduce uncertainties in the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧

flux predictions. Moreover, as we discuss in the next section, the data from FASER⌫ during the

run III of the LHC can itself determine which simulator for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ fluxes is valid. Thus,

before the start of high luminosity run of the LHC and FASER⌫2 data taking, the uncertainty in

the standard model prediction for F (⌫⌧ ) and F (⌫̄⌧ ) can be significantly reduced.

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF FASER⌫, SND@LHC AND FASER⌫2

The FASER⌫ and SND@LHC detectors are respectively located in the side tunnels TI12 and

TI18, 480 m downstream the ATLAS Interaction Point (IP). FASER⌫ is composed of 1000 emul-

sion layers interleaved with 1 mm tungsten plates [5]. The e↵ective masses of FASER⌫ [5] and

SND@LHC [6] are respectively 1.2 ton and 800 kg and their sizes are 25 cm⇥ 25 cm⇥ 1.3 m and

41.6 cm⇥38.7 cm⇥32 cm, respectively. Both detectors boast having excellent spatial and angular
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent

simulators [7]. The relative �2 minimized over normalization uncertainty of 15 % is shown in the last

column, assuming Pythia8 (Hard) as the true model.

Simulator
bin limits in GeV

�2
rel

< 50 50� 100 100� 500 500� 1000 1000 <

Pythia8 (Hard) 0.9 1.8 8.1 9.7 4.8 0.0

DPMJET 3.2017 1.5 3.1 16.2 23.3 14.5 43.7

SIBYLL 2.3c 0.7 1.1 3.7 3.1 0.7 9.6

will be too small to justify binning the data so we shall only analyze the total number of predicted

⌧ events for the run III in studying the sensitivity for new physics. Of course without binning the

data, the tau energy measurement will not be relevant.

As is well-known, the predictions of di↵erent simulators for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ spectra at the forward

experiments are significantly di↵erent. The prediction of simulator, J for the number of ⌧ events

at the ith bin can be written as
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⌧ , (26)

where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :

�2
rel =

X

i


[(1 + f)Btrue
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i ]

2

Btrue
i

+
f2

�2
⌘

�
. (27)

In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent

simulators [7]. The relative �2 minimized over normalization uncertainty of 15 % is shown in the last

column, assuming Pythia8 (Hard) as the true model.
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will be too small to justify binning the data so we shall only analyze the total number of predicted

⌧ events for the run III in studying the sensitivity for new physics. Of course without binning the

data, the tau energy measurement will not be relevant.

As is well-known, the predictions of di↵erent simulators for the ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ spectra at the forward

experiments are significantly di↵erent. The prediction of simulator, J for the number of ⌧ events
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where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :
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In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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TABLE IV. The number of ⌧ events within the SM at FASER⌫ using the prediction of three di↵erent

simulators [7]. The relative �2 minimized over normalization uncertainty of 15 % is shown in the last

column, assuming Pythia8 (Hard) as the true model.

Simulator
bin limits in GeV
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rel

< 50 50� 100 100� 500 500� 1000 1000 <

Pythia8 (Hard) 0.9 1.8 8.1 9.7 4.8 0.0
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where F J
⌫⌧ and F J

⌫⌧ are respectively ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ energy spectra predicted by di↵erent simulators in

Ref. [7]. The superscript J determines the simulator. ✏⌧ = 0.67 is the e�ciency of the ⌫⌧ detection

at the detector. f(E0
⌧ , E⌧ ) is the energy resolution function which we take to be a Gaussian with

a 30 % width. (Ei
min, E

i
max) determine the limits of the ith energy bin. NW is the number of

tungsten nuclei inside the detector, NW = MD/MW where MW = 183mp and MD = 1.2 ton for

run III detector. In table IV, we show our prediction for the number of events in di↵erent energy

bins at FASER⌫.

Taking the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be �⌘ = 15%, we have computed �2
rel as

defined below for each model, J , and minimized over the pull parameter, f :

�2
rel =

X

i


[(1 + f)Btrue

i �NJ
i ]

2

Btrue
i

+
f2

�2
⌘

�
. (27)

In computing �2
rel that is shown in last column of table IV, we take Btrue

i to be equal to the

prediction of Pythia8 (Hard). Notice that since our bin sizes are large, the results should be
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By end of run III (2024), 
FASER𝜈 will determine the
tau neutrino spectrum.
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TABLE V. Total expected number of ⌧ events at FASER⌫ and SND during the run III and at FASER⌫2

during the high luminosity run of the LHC. To compare the values, we have saturated the bounds on the

new physics, setting Ge equal to 5⇥ 10�7 GeV�2 and the branching ratios to 2.4⇥ 10�3. The last column

shows the SM background computed using fluxes described in the last paragraph of Sec. IV

Detector Br(⇡+ ! ⌫⌧µ+) Br(⇡+ ! ⌫̄⌧µ+) Ge SM

SND@LHC 1.0 0.9 0.003 6.6

FASER⌫ 4.9 4.3 0.027 25.3

FASER⌫ 3.6 1125.9 938.0 9.6 3403.3

The second column in table V shows total ⌧ events (
P

iN i
s) originated from ⇡+ ! ⌫⌧µ+ with

a branching ratio saturating the present bound. As seen, the number of events at FASER⌫ and

SND@LHC during the run III of the LHC data cannot reach a statistical limit so binning the data

does not make sense. To compute �2 for these experiments, we consider only one bin (i.e., the

total events). However, at FASER⌫2 during the high luminosity run the statistics will be large

enough to use binning.

The solid lines in Fig. 2 show the �2 minimalized over ⌘ (the normalization uncertainty). For

the solid curves, the horizontal axis is Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) which in terms of G⌫µ can be written

as Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) = (G2
⌫µ/8G

2
F )[m

4
⇡/(m

2
µ(mu + md)2)]. The upper horizontal axis shows the

corresponding e↵ective coupling. The purple, blue and red curves show �2 minimized over the flux

normalization uncertainty for SND@LHC, FASER⌫ and their combination, respectively. Since the

normalization uncertainty mainly originates from the production rate at the interaction point which

is common for SND@LHC and FASER⌫, we treat the uncertainty with a single pull parameter

when combining the SND@LHC and FASER⌫ predictions. For FASER⌫2, we have used three

di↵erent binning schemes: (1) no binning; (2) coarse binning with bins divided as E⌧ < 50 GeV,

50 GeV < E⌧ < 100 GeV, 100 GeV < E⌧ < 500 GeV, 500 GeV < E⌧ < 1 TeV and 1 TeV < E⌧ ;

(3) fine binning with three bins at each energy decade. Drawing all these curves, we have taken an

energy resolution of 30 % in the E⌧ determination. Of course, for no binning case, the results do

not depend on the energy resolution. Even for the coarse binning, �2 is robust against varying the

energy resolution. In all curves, except for the black one(s), we have taken the flux normalization

uncertainty equal to 15 %. Comparing the FASER⌫2 curves with each other, it is clear that
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FIG. 1. Spectra of ⌧ + ⌧̄ produced at FASER⌫ normalized to 1. The curves marked with Se, S⌫µ and S⌫̄µ

show the spectra of ⌧ + ⌧̄ from new physics scenarios ⌫e + nucleus ! ⌧ + X, ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ , ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ ,

respectively. The standard model background is marked with B. The input neutrino spectra that we insert

to draw the ⌧ + ⌧̄ spectrum (i.e., F⌫⌧ , F⌫̄⌧ F⇡
⌫µ

and F⇡
⌫̄µ
) are described in the last paragraph of sect. IV.

where F ⇡
⌫µ(E⌫) and F ⇡

⌫̄µ(E⌫) are the spectra of neutrinos from the pion decay (rather than the

whole flux from pion and Kaon decay).

Let us now discuss the spectrum of the tau produced by lepton number and lepton flavor

violating pion decay mode caused by the e↵ective coupling G⌫̄µ introduced in Eq. (9) of section

IIC. The signal from ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ and ⇡� ! µ�⌫⌧ will have a form given by Eq (23), swapping

F⌫µ and F⌫̄µ :

S⌫̄µ(E⌧ ) ⌘
R
E⌧

[F ⇡
⌫̄µ(E⌫)

d�SM
⌫

dE⌧
+ F ⇡

⌫µ(E⌫)
d�SM

⌫̄
dE⌧

]dE⌫R
[F ⇡

⌫̄µ(E⌫)�SM
⌫ + F ⇡

⌫µ(E⌫)�SM
⌫̄ ]dE⌫

. (24)

Finally the ⌧ spectrum within the standard model will have the form

B =

R
E⌧

[F⌫⌧ (E⌫)
d�SM

⌫
dE⌧

+ F⌫̄⌧ (E⌫)
d�SM

⌫̄
dE⌧

]dE⌫R
[F⌫⌧ (E⌫)�SM

⌫ + F⌫̄⌧ (E⌫)�SM
⌫̄ ]dE⌫

. (25)

From Eqs. (18,19,21,22), we observe that the cross sections of all the processes are suppressed

by x for small values of x. As a result, the main contribution to the cross section comes from

x ⇠ few ⇥ 10�2 � 1. Thus, Q2 = �t = 2(E⌫ � E⌧ )xmN ⇠ 100 GeV2.

The normalized spectra of ⌧ + ⌧̄ from each scenario are shown in Fig. 1. To draw the curves,

we have averaged the scattering cross section over the protons and neutrons composing Tungsten

nucleus. As seen from the figure, the background from SM is significantly harder than new physics.
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The normalized spectra of ⌧ + ⌧̄ from each scenario are shown in Fig. 1. To draw the curves,
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nucleus. As seen from the figure, the background from SM is significantly harder than new physics.
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robust against the value of the energy resolution. As seen in table IV, the FASER⌫ experiment

can discriminate between di↵erent simulators predicting the ⌫⌧ flux with high confidence level. We

therefore assume a well-known shape of the fluxes predicted within the SM in making forecast for

FASER⌫2. We shall however study the impact of the normalization uncertainty.

Hereafter in this study, for computing the SM background for the ⌧ + ⌧̄ events, we take the

predictions of Pythia8 (Hard) given in Ref. [7] for F⌫⌧ and F⌫̄⌧ . The Pythia8 (Hard) prediction

is close to the median of the predictions of the DPMJET 3.2017 and SIBYLL 2.3c simulators.

The other input spectra that we require for our computations are the fluxes of ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ that are

sourced by charged pion mesons, F ⇡
⌫µ and F ⇡

⌫̄µ . Fortunately, the di↵erences between the predictions

by di↵erent simulators for F ⇡
⌫µ and F ⇡

⌫̄µ are negligible. For our computations, we use the average

of the predictions given in Ref. [7].

V. SIGNATURES OF THE MODELS IN FORWARD EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we study how FASER⌫ and SND@LHC during LHC run III can constrain the

models introduced in sect. II. We compare the bounds with the results of [16] which has performed

a similar analysis within the framework of e↵ective field theory. We also compare our bounds with

the existing bounds and the one to be derived by upcoming DUNE experiment [37]. We then show

how FASER⌫2 can improve the results with or without reconstructing the energy spectrum of ⌧ .

A. ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧

Similarly to Eq. (26), we compute the number of signal events per bin as follows

N i
s =✏⌧NWBr(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ )

R Ei
max

Ei
min

R
m⌧

R
E⌧

h
F ⇡
⌫µ(E⌫)

d�CC
dE⌧

(⌫⌧ + nucleus ! ⌧ +X) +

F ⇡
⌫̄µ(E⌫)

d�CC
dE⌧

(⌫̄⌧ + nucleus ! ⌧+ +X)
i
f(E0

⌧ , E⌧ )dE⌫dE⌧dE0
⌧ (28)

To compute the SM background per bin, Bi, we use Eq. (26). The total observed number in bin i

is then Nobs
i = Bi +N i

s . We define the �2 as follows

�2 =
X

i

"�
Bi(1 + ⌘)�Nobs

i

�2

Bi
+

⌘2

�2
⌘

#
(29)

where ⌘ is the pull parameter that takes care of the uncertainty in normalization, mainly coming

from the uncertainty in the cross section and the flux normalization, �⌘ = 15%.
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TABLE V. Total expected number of ⌧ events at FASER⌫ and SND during the run III and at FASER⌫2

during the high luminosity run of the LHC. To compare the values, we have saturated the bounds on the

new physics, setting Ge equal to 5⇥ 10�7 GeV�2 and the branching ratios to 2.4⇥ 10�3. The last column

shows the SM background computed using fluxes described in the last paragraph of Sec. IV

Detector Br(⇡+ ! ⌫⌧µ+) Br(⇡+ ! ⌫̄⌧µ+) Ge SM

SND@LHC 1.0 0.9 0.003 6.6

FASER⌫ 4.9 4.3 0.027 25.3

FASER⌫ 3.6 1125.9 938.0 9.6 3403.3

The second column in table V shows total ⌧ events (
P

iN i
s) originated from ⇡+ ! ⌫⌧µ+ with

a branching ratio saturating the present bound. As seen, the number of events at FASER⌫ and

SND@LHC during the run III of the LHC data cannot reach a statistical limit so binning the data

does not make sense. To compute �2 for these experiments, we consider only one bin (i.e., the

total events). However, at FASER⌫2 during the high luminosity run the statistics will be large

enough to use binning.

The solid lines in Fig. 2 show the �2 minimalized over ⌘ (the normalization uncertainty). For

the solid curves, the horizontal axis is Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) which in terms of G⌫µ can be written

as Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) = (G2
⌫µ/8G

2
F )[m

4
⇡/(m

2
µ(mu + md)2)]. The upper horizontal axis shows the

corresponding e↵ective coupling. The purple, blue and red curves show �2 minimized over the flux

normalization uncertainty for SND@LHC, FASER⌫ and their combination, respectively. Since the

normalization uncertainty mainly originates from the production rate at the interaction point which

is common for SND@LHC and FASER⌫, we treat the uncertainty with a single pull parameter

when combining the SND@LHC and FASER⌫ predictions. For FASER⌫2, we have used three

di↵erent binning schemes: (1) no binning; (2) coarse binning with bins divided as E⌧ < 50 GeV,

50 GeV < E⌧ < 100 GeV, 100 GeV < E⌧ < 500 GeV, 500 GeV < E⌧ < 1 TeV and 1 TeV < E⌧ ;

(3) fine binning with three bins at each energy decade. Drawing all these curves, we have taken an

energy resolution of 30 % in the E⌧ determination. Of course, for no binning case, the results do

not depend on the energy resolution. Even for the coarse binning, �2 is robust against varying the

energy resolution. In all curves, except for the black one(s), we have taken the flux normalization

uncertainty equal to 15 %. Comparing the FASER⌫2 curves with each other, it is clear that
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FIG. 2. �2 versus Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ) (solid curves) or versus Br(⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ ) (dash-dotted curves). Purple,

blue and green curves respectively correspond to SND@LHC, FASER⌫ and FASER⌫2 without binning.

The red curve shows the �2 for SND@LHC and FASER⌫ combined. The curves marked with “FiB” and

“CoB” show �2 for FASER⌫2 with an energy resolution of 30 % and with two di↵erent binning patterns

corresponding to fine and coarse binning. More detail are described in the text. Drawing all these curves,

except the black one(s), we have assumed a 15 % uncertainty in the normalization of the flux and have

minimized over the corresponding pull parameter. Drawing the black curve(s), we have assumed zero

uncertainty in the flux normalization and fine binning. The vertical lines from left to right correspond to the

expected DUNE bound [37], the bound from the lepton flavor universality constraint [21] and the forecast

by [16] for FASER⌫.

binning the data (or in other words, using the spectral information) dramatically increases the

sensitivity to the new physics signal from ⇡+ ! µ+
(�)
⌫ ⌧ . Studying Fig. 1, this is understandable as

the spectral shape of the background is considerably harder than the signal spectrum so the new

physics signal cannot be hidden in the normalization uncertainty once the spectral uncertainty has

been taken into account. Comparing black curve(s) with the rest, we observe that the uncertainty

in the normalization significantly reduces the sensitivity.

Notice that for computing �2, we have set the “observed” number of events per bin equal to the

“average” background plus the “average” predicted signal for “true” Br(⇡+ ! µ+
(�)
⌫ ⌧ ) rather than

having real data. Thus, if we want to minimize �2 over the only free parameter of the model which

is Br(⇡+ ! µ+
(�)
⌫ ⌧ ) we will invariably obtain zero. In fact, the �2 that we are computing will

have a �2 distribution with only 1 (=number of pull parameters) degrees of freedom. As a results,
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Summary and Conclusions

■ We have built three viable BSMs for tau excess at forward experiments leading to 

■ SND@LHC and FASER𝜈 cannot improve the bounds but can significantly reduce the 
uncertainty in the SM prediction for the tau events.

■ FASER𝜈2 can probe the new physics by looking for tau excess.

■ Reconstructing the energy spectrum of detected tau  (binning the data) can significantly 
enhance the potential of FASER𝜈2 to probe new physics.
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During the run III of the LHC, the forward experiments FASER⌫ and SND@LHC will

be able to detect the Charged Current (CC) interactions of the high energy neutrinos of all

three flavors produced at the ATLAS Interaction Point (IP). This opportunity may unravel

mysteries of the third generation leptons. We build three models that can lead to a tau excess

at these detectors through the following Lepton Flavor Violating (LFV) beyond Standard

Model (SM) processes: (1) ⇡+ ! µ+⌫⌧ ; (2) ⇡+ ! µ+⌫̄⌧ and (3) ⌫e + nucleus ! ⌧ + X.

We comment on the possibility of solving the (g � 2)µ anomaly and the ⌧ decay anomalies

within these models. We study the potential of the forward experiments to discover the ⌧

excess or to constrain these models in case of no excess. We then compare the reach of the

forward experiments with that of the previous as well as next generation experiments such as

DUNE. We also discuss how the upgrade of FASER⌫ can distinguish between these models

by studying the energy spectrum of the tau.
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